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Fullerton outlines enrollment woes
Program shift needed?

Waiting for takeoff

hy Morgan Hampton
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
blames enrollment decline at SJSU
on three problems: poor transportation, inadequate housing and
shifts in student demands for
programs.
Fullerton said at a press conference Tuesday that hopes of increasing enrollment here lie in the
business and professional programs.
However, because they are impacted, the university is losing
students to other schools.
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No, this isn’t San Jose Airport, but these pigeons seem to have converted the top of Tower Hall into a launch pad

Prof’s nuclear plan tested

by Dave Burckhard
Scientific test results, to be
released next month, may help the
implementation of a process codeveloped by an SJSU materials
Engineering professor which will
result in a 30-fold reduction in
nuclear plant waste, according to a
Stanford University news release.
The process, which recycles
spent nuclear fuel was invented 10
years ago by Robert Anderson while
he was at Stanford University, along
with Stanford Professor Norman

A.D. Parlee.
Anderson and Par lee have
licensed Sierra Nuclear Corporation
of Redwood City to commercialize
the process which is covered by 30
patents, according to the news
release.
It states that a half million
dollars of private money has been
spent in the last five years on the
process. Sierra Nuclear expects to
have results of tests it is sponsoring
at a research laboratoty in Ohio by
December.

Anderson and Parlee’s tinnitride process is cheaper, safer and
more practical than the purex
processing method which is the one
most favored currently, according
to the release.
Preliminary estimates indicate
the net savings with the tin-nitride
method could amount to $5 billion
annually by 1990.
Anderson said a variety of
factors have stifled the development
of alternate methods in waste
disposal.

"The public is becoming much
more sophisticated," he said,
"we’re not claiming ours is the only
way."
He said that society should avoid
depending on only one method to a
problem or it will become
vulnerable.
Returns on the patents, he said,
could amount to $3 million to $6
million.
Anderson and Parlee have
pledged a third of any royalties to
Stanford University.

Educational tour

China group here
by Dave Burckhard
A delegation from the People’s
Republic of China headed by the
administrator of the ministry of
education visited SJSU Monday as a
representative university in the
United States.
Madame Cheng Guang, who is
also deputy directory of the planning
department of ministry, visited the
campus as part of a 50-day
American tour through the United
States and Canada to help develop
"quality education by applying upto-date methods" in China, according to Ron J McBeath, director
of the Instructional Resources
Center.

Her entourage included Mr. Wu
Zai-yang, director of the National
Audio-Visual Center and director of
the Shanghai Audio-Visual Center;
He Ke-kang, lecturer at the Beijing
Normal University; Madame Sun
Hua, deputy head of information
division of the National Audio-Visual
Center and Dai Xing-yue, English
lecturer at Beijing University.
After being greeted by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton, the group
visited among other campus sites,
the Nursing Department, the School
of Library Science, the computer
center in the Engineering Building
and the Audio-Tutorial laboratory,
in Duncan Hall room 448.
-continued on back page
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A group of People’s Republic of China education administrators
observe audio-visual material shown by Jerrold Kemp

"The School of Business is full.
The School of Engineering is full,
and students who wanted to come
here in engineering, and can’t get in,
rbiCt stay here and enroll in some
program in the liberal arts,"
Fullerton said. "They go somewhere
else and go into engineering."
"I think if we could just open the
door and say anybody who wanted to
come here in engineering or
business could, that we wouldn’t
have an enrollment problem," she
said.
Fullerton said the only solution
to the problem is to shift resources
from programs with low
enrollments to schools like business,
engineering and the health
profession that are in demand.

Fullerton said SJSU is also
losing students who can’t find
housing near campus. She said
students leave in the spring and
come back in the fall to find low
income families living in campus
housing.
The San Jose Redevelopment
Agency plans some housing for the
areas around the campus, but
Fullerton said students can’t count
on that as a solution because most of
the planned homes will be condominiums priced out of reach of
most students.
She said there is little hope for
improving Spartan City because no
state money is allocated to support
married student housing.
"Spartan City is on its own,
strictly," Fullerton said. "The only
way to have more money to improve
it is to raise the rents. The only other
alternative is demolish."
Fullerton said transportation is
the one problem at SJSU that is
beginning to be solved, as more
buses are added to County Transit
schedules to serve the campus.
Fullerton added that transporation is the key to San Jose’s
downtown redevelopment and a
better environment around the
campus
-continued on back page

SJSU is second
in enrollment drop
Of all CSUC campuses, SJSU
took the second largest plunge in
enrollment this fall, despite an
overall increase in the 19-campus
system.
The report from the California
State University and Colleges
system Chancellor’s office received
Tuesday by the Daily listed only
CSU-Los Angeles, with a drop of 914
full-time students or a 5.9 percent
loss with a sharper decline that
SJSU over the past year. SJSU took
a loss of 801 full-time students or 4.1
percent.
CSUC campuses at Bakersfield,
Long Beach, San Bernardino, San
Francisco and Sonoma also reported
fall enrollment drops.
Overall, enrollment rose by
1,656 full-time students systemwide,
with San Diego State University
leading the pack of 12 schools
reporting increased enrollment.

SDSU also became the system’s
most populated campus with 23,912
full-time students, up 1,345 or 6
percent from last fall.
Other CSUC campuses on the
rise included Chico, Dominguez
Hills, Fresno, Fullerton, Hayward,
Humboldt, Northridge, Pomona,
Sacramento, San Luis Obispo and
Stanisla us.
A spokesperson from the CSUC
chancellor’s office said Tuesday that
the increase did not represent any
upward trend, and that the figures
just added to the present "sawtooth"
pattern of enrollment.
"This one just happens to be
up," the official said.
The enrollment figures also
showed a decline in the average
student work load over past years
indicating that more part-time
students are attending CSUC schools
than ever before.

profile
Bunzel survives eight controversial years

His reflections today
This is the second of two articles
about John Bunzel, former SJSU
president, a year after his
resignation.
by Erin A. Hallissy
John Bunzel was often at the
center of controversy during his
eight years as SJSU president.
Students denounced him for
bringing San Jose City Police on
campus during anti -Vietnam War
protests, in the early 1970s, faculty
members complained of his socalled "publish or perish" doctrine
and the A.S. Council called for his
resignation because he failed to
solve the parking problem on
campus.
Bunzel resigned as president in
August 1978. Since then, he has been
a senior research fellow at Hoover
Institute at Stanford University.
Bunzel said last week he was
unfairly blamed for some troubles
during his administration, such as
the parking problem.
"The notion that I or the ad-

ministration could solve the city’s
parking problem or the University’s
parking problem and a whole lot of
other things is something that has
plagued the university for years,"
Bonze! said
"I still pick up the Spartan Daily
and rediscover there’s a parking
problem at San Jose State," he
added. "Well, there’s been a parking
problem there for the last 20 years."
Bunzel still thinks the best
solution would be a university zone
around the campus, but the city and
university haven’t made much
progress on this proposition.
"I tried to present the city with
ideas and a plan to bring the community and university closer
together," without much success,
Bunzel said.
"I think when the city and the
university don’t agree, or when the
mayor and president don’t agree,
the city feels the university is not
participating or is not a partner.
"But you could make the
argument that San Jose State has
never been treated seriously by the

community."
Bunzel also said he was unfairly
accused of having a "publish or
perish" doctrine, which meant
professors wouldn’t be promoted
unless they had published articles in
their field.
"I never believed in publish or
perish," Bunzel said. "I don’t
believe in ’teach or perish,’ I don’t
believe in ’publish or perish,’ I
really don’t believe in perishing."
People were reducing his policy
asking for proof of academic excellence from faculty members to a
three-word slogan, and thus didn’t
understand the point he was trying
to get across,he said.
Bunzel didn’t believe promotion
ought to be automatic, but thought
there ought to be at least standards
of excellence in teaching.
In addition, he thought faculty
members who were being considered for promotion ought to be
able to show some evidence of work
in their field.
-continued on back page
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Ex president John Bunzel was often at the center of controversy at SJSU Here in 1977, students
protesting against the Bakke decision confront him in Tower Hall.
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Late affirmative action
draft stalls plan
by Mark Robert Henry
sun Writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
turned in the final draft of the
Student Affirmative Action Plan to
the chancellor’s office recently. It
was only four months late, as the
chancellor’s office had wanted it
June 30.
But the chancellor’s office
seemed to be pushing matters just a
little bit itself in asking for the plan
by June 30.

SJSU administration’s great interest for affirmative action is
motivated by its concern of equality
for minorities and women in higher
education or because SJSU has a
rampant decline in enrollment and it
sees affirmative action as a way to
stop the decline.
SJSU’s enrollment decline
began in 1978, the same year the
CSUC came out with its first plan on
affirmative action for the CSUC

’Legislature’s goal, at best, looks
like it will be four years late’
system.

After all, it didn’t come up with
its own affirmative action plan for
the CSUC campuses until four years
after the California Legislature
asked the CSUC to develop an affirmative action plan. The plan asks
the CSUC to bring the percentage of
Latino students attending the CSUC
to the same level as the percentage
of latino high school seniors in the
state by 1980.

However, the plan, "A
Framework for Student Affirmative
Action in CSUC," admits that it will
be impossible to meet the
legislatures request by 1980.

The big question is whether the

Fullerton said the same thing

It wasn’t until December 1978
that the CSUC was able to put into
written form its "first comprehensive system plan."
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legislature’s request by 1980.
Now when SJSU is suddenly
forced to return thousands of dollars
to the state because of declining
enrollment they suddenly become
interested in the plight of women
and minorities.
It’s called FTE’s ( full-time
equivalent students ) and that’s what
the name of the game is all about.
It is easy to realize that if the
chancellor’s office had its document
for affirmative action published by
1975, instead of 1978, the campuses
could have responded to it and
turned in five-year plans that would
have reached completion in 1980, the
year the legislature had marked for
representative enrollment between
high school seniors and CSUC
minorities. Instead, the plans will
not be completed which is too bad. If
the CSUC had seriously begun to
work on an affirmative action plan
in 1974 instead of last year, the
legislature’s goal could have been
met on time. Now, at best, it looks
like it will be four years late.
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letters
Christ clarifies position
Editor:
As is sometimes the case due to
lack of space? ) the statements I
made to the Spartan Daily reporter
were quoted out of the context in
which I made them. I did say that
violence is an overwhelmingly male
problem and that this fact needs to
be recognized. I had before me and
quoted profusely from an article by
Diana E.H. Reussell from the most
recent issue of Chrysalis magazine
which cited national statistics
stating that 90 percent of those
arrested for violent crime are men.
My comment that men are overwhelmingly responsible for violent
crime was not unsupported. I do not
know why the evidence I cited was
not included with my statement in
the Spartan Daily. Russell’s article
also noted that only 4 percent of
those arrested for homicide are
females arrested for murdering
other females. This statistic was
also not mentioned in the Spartan
Daily article.
did say that if anyone is urged
to stay off the streets at night, it
should be men. This statement was
made in the context of my observation that when violence
against women occurs, women are

often urged to stay off the streets.
My comment was made in the
context of my larger observation
that the problem is the men doing
the violence, not the women who are
their victims.
I did say that male socialization
is not unrelated to the problem of
violence perpetrated by males.
Again, my supporting context for
that statement was not reported. I
stated that socialization encourages
males to be violent, and that
manhood is often equated with
violent behavior - men are encouraged to play football and other
violent games, are trained for war,
etc. My statement was that criminal
violent behavior of males is not
unrelated to their socialization and
that to eliminate violence we need to
change the way we socialize boys
and men.
Finally let me state that I was
not attacking males; I was attacking
the violent behavior of males. What!
did say is that men and women need
to examine and change the ways in
which society encourages violence
as part of the male socialization.
Carol P. Christ
Assistant Professor
Women’s Studies

Exception taken to comment
Editor:
In a response to the murder of
Blythe Dorann Nielsen, Prof. Christ,
during a time of crisis, made violent
comments. I take exception to her
conclusion and comments. Her
conclusion, "The real issue is that
violence is a male problem," is
absurd.
She associated a man to the
murder, but on the same day the
Daily printed, "Police have no
suspects." She further stated, "We,
women ) are not doing something
wrong, they are men ,...If anyone
should be kept off the street at night
it is the men.. it snot just a problem
of living in the area, but a problem of
men against women."

Homer B. Boyton, FBI
executive associate director, stated,
"The number of women arrested in
this country during the years 19681977 increased some 57.6 percent.. .in
all crimes."
The Sourcebook of Criminal
Justice Statistics 1977, revealed that
in 1975 violent crimes, ( robbery,
murder, aggravated assault,)
showed 64,714 women were arrested
for violent crimes.
Of all criminal homicide arrests
in cities of 2,500 or more in
population, 15.6 percent were
committed by women, and in rural
areas, criminal homicide arrests
among women was 16.7 percent.
Violent crime is not only a male

problem, but an asexual problem
I both perpetrator and victim).
Rather than keeping men or
women, "off the streets," we should
keep criminals "off the streets."
Violence is not men against
women, as Prof. Christ’s ignorant
statement claims, but is asexual
violence that is increasing in most
living areas, including San Jose.
Finally she states, "Our culture
trains men lobe violent...If you’re a
man who isn’t violent, you’re called
a sissy." In addition to these

statements being stereotyped, they
are massive generalizations.
It is unfortunate that in a time of
crisis, emotional, irrational, and
sexist thinking exists in the
Women’s Center. Prof. Christ should
help solve the problem of violence,
not compound it. The real issues are,
I conclude, how do we protect
ourselves while we attempt to stop
people from killing people!
Gary J. Vatovec
History, senior

Sex of murderer unknown
Editor:
In your article "Women react
fearfully to SJSU student death," a
woman was quoted as saying, "The
real issue is that violence is a male
problem."
The sex of the murderer of
Blythe Nielson is unknown. No .
evidence of sexual abuse was found.
Yet those quoted in the article are
convinced that I a the killer is a
male, I b) the killer was influenced
by society’s doctrine that "men are
violent," and c ) therefore Ms.

Nielson’s death is evidence of a
"male problem."
This is a logical fallacy right out
of the ’50s. Example: George is a
liar. George is also a member of the - race ( creed, religion, sex).
Therefore, all members of the
race are liars.
Let’s not take isolated incidents
and force them into the female vs.
male framework.
Gary Purdum
Business Management
Junior

Chrysler comments false
Editor:
In his Nov. 6 article staff writer
Greg Grimes told all about the
problems currently being faced by
Chrysler
Corporation.
Unfortunately, many of his statements
were false or misleading.
Mr. Grimes states that the
federal loan guarantee to Chrysler
will "cost the taxpayers...81.5
billion..." and that "we will all be
$1.5 billion in the hole." He goes on to
say that "the government would
then be held responsible for any
further losses the corporation might
build up." None of these statements
are true. There is, in fact, no cost to
the American taxpayer, even if the
$3 billion received from government
and private sources proves to be
inadequate and Chrysler goes into
bankruptcy.
According to the terms of the
loan guarantee bill, the federal
government has top priority on the
corporation’s assets. That means
that all federally guaranteed loans
must be repaid before those of
commercial banks and other lenders. In addition to that the federal
government
will
receive
a
guarantee fee of .5 percent annually
on loans outstanding. On $1.5 billion
that adds up to a whopping $7.5
million per year.
Furth,2r, Mr. Grimes says that
Chrysler dealers "tried bribing all
prospective buyers with $400 cash

rebates," and asks who will buy a
car from Chrysler, a company
whose very existence is in question.
Looking at the statistics publicized
at the end of the rebate program, my
answer to that question is that over
100,000 Americans were "bribed"
into purchasing Chrysler
automobiles during a six -week
period ending in late September.
That led to the largest sales month in
the corporation’s history.
Grimes calls the loan guarantee
an "unprecedented bailout," He
must have forgotten about two
similar guarantees enacted by
Congress earlier this decade to aid
New York City and Lockheed
Corporation.
Chrysler Corporation employs
111,000 workers through contracts
with the UAW along with thousands
in management. If the corporation
goes bankrupt all of these people will
be out of work and will become a
burden on the government because
of their dependence on unemployment payments. If the corporation goes its dealers and many
of its suppliers go with it. The
resulting loss of tax revenue and
higher unemployment will do
considerable harm to an already
shaky economy. Mr. Grimes, and
people like him, lack foresight in
their condemnation of proposals
such as this.
Richard E. Morris
Business Administration graduate

Name change appalling
Editor:
As a 1976 graduate of the SJSU
advertising program through the
Journalism
and
Advert.sing
Department, I find the intended
name change to Journalism and
Mass Communications appalling.
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According to Dr. Brown ( and all
the way up to Gail Fullerton!), Mass
Communications is the overall
subject being taught. Also this
change is necessary to include those
students in Public Relations. Then
why is Journalism elevated above
the rest in the title? What is wrong
with Journalism, Advertising and
Public Relations for a name? Sure

it’s long, but it would be a more
accurate portrayal of what is being
taught. And why weren’t the
students of Advertising and Public
Relations asked their opinions?
SJSU is known throughout the
West Coast as the top notch school of
advertising. This intended name
change can only affect future
enrollment in a detrimental way:
and
enrollment,
declining
inevitably, the demise of a good
program.
Kathy Tait
Advertising graduate
MBA program

Spartan City not a slum
Editor:
This irate letter is in response to
an article in last Friday’s Spartan
Daily in which Jim Beall stated that
Spartan City is a slum. May I ask
who he might be to call Spartan City
a slum? Has he ever lived in Spartan
City? And what interest might he
have in building high-rise apartments?
My son and I have lived in
Spartan City for one-and-a -half
years. It is not a slum. Living there
has been pleasant; Like living in an
oasis when compared to living in the
immediate area surrounding SJSU.
Living there is the only thing that
makes living in this area tolerable,
personally speaking.
The buildings are old, or one
might say "not modern" but that is
what gives it character. Mr. Beall,
high rise apartments do lack
character and there are people who
do not want to live in them. My
apartment has been kept up quite
nicety. I have never experienced any
problem or have known of any with
the wiring or heating. When
something breaks there are
maintenance people who will try to
repair it promptly, something that is
rare from many landlords to whom
I’ve paid far greater rents to for
places in much worse condition.
As far as not meeting fire codes,
that I cannot say too much about
except that there is one small fire

extinguisher two steps away from
the stove, one smoke detector in the
living room, one large fire extinguisher right outside the back
door and two doorways from which
to vacate the apartment if need be.
How many highrise apartments can
say the same?
I do not see much difference
structurally between the older
houses downtown and Spartan City
buildings. Why doesn’t Mr. Beall
inspect the make comments about
some of the older houses on Sixth
Street where foreign students and
low income people reside. Conditions that I have personally seen
include rats, cockroaches ( Spartan
City does have cockroaches but we
can petition to have someone come
in and spray), and the scummiest
shower stalls from stopped up drains
that I have ever seen prevail for
quite some time. Who knows, they
probably still exist.
I consider my apartment clean
and in quite liveable condition. I
invite Mr. Beall to come over and
takes good look at my apartment on
a Sunday morning to see what
Spartan City is all about.
Mr. Beall I really resent your
saying Spartan City is a slum in any
context. It is the most ignorant
statement I have heard this decade.
Laurie Folweiler
Meteorology
Spartan City resident

RCYB member banned again
Editor:
Banned once again? That’s the
plan of the administration. Just a
few hours after the rally Nov. 1,
Dean Dushane told me that I was
going to receive further disciplinary
action. Expulsion ( permanent ban),
suspension ( six month ban) or
probation ( watched constantly.)
Guilty. Guilty. Guilty. No other
choice.
Why is the administration so
uptight? Everything the administration has done from the
arrest and conviction of the SJS 5, to
the three arrests at the Oct. 10 rally,
and to the ban on me for two weeks
in October, has been done to keep the
trial of Bob Avakian off this campus.
But they can’t snuff out the potential
powderkeg that the battle to stop the
railroad of Bob Avakian, Free the
Defendants
Tsetung
Mao
represents.
With the 1980s, with do the rulers
of this country have in store for us?
Isn’t it true that they are preparing
for war? If we look at the recent
events there can’t be any doubt.
Within a month, the U.S. has backed
coups in El Salvador and South
Korea, U.S. Marines landed at
Cuba’s Guantanamo Bay as both
sides, U.S. and USSR, the world’s
top imperialist powers, move to
tighten up their war block in the
showdown of World War HI.
And why is it that in Iran and
Nicaragua as well as here at home,
the U.S. rulers are having a hard
time convincing people to do what
Carter pleaded: "Say something
good about America."

This is the backdrop of the case
of Bob Avakian vs. the USA. In a
situation where they are driving us
down more and more and at the
same time calling on us to go fight
and die for them, they face a
necessity to smash the RCYB and its
chairman who’s determined to lead
people to fight against them.
The trial of Bob Avakian has
already begun to shake this whole
campus up. It has started to tap and
unleash students questions and
anger about where society and the
world is going to in the 1980’s. The
administration has the 110’s in its
mind as well. They sense that the
ulcers they had in the 60’s may mean
cardiac arrest in the 80’s with a
growing revolutionaru movement.
So they are trying to ban student
political activity, labeling it illegal
and attempting to ban me permanently from campus as well as
the first step in banning the RCYB
from this campus.
Unfortunately for them,the
battle isabout to intensify on Nov. 17
and 19 nationwide, demonstrations
will be held on the opening day of the
Washington D.C. trial of Bob
Avakian and the Mao Defendants.
These will surely send shock waves
throughout this country.

So let the 80’s rip! Set Bob
Avakian Free!

Sharon Yuki
RCYB member

Noverribor el

other
voices
by Steve Hastings
Be glad you’re going to an urban university. Ohlone
College, planted in the foothills of Fremont, is currently
under seige by an army of mice, occupying all parts of the
campus from the cafeteria storerooms to the president’s
office.
The Ohlone College Monitor reported mice in vending
machines, wastebaskets, and scurrying through campus
offices, where employees are setting countless traps
baited with peanut butter, bacon and lots of D-Don
"Mouse-Pruf." A biology instructional assistant has also
started a free "rent-a -cat" service.
The siege has been going on for five months, with no
plans for the administration to launch a campus-wide
attack on the rodents. Ohlone waged such a campaign two
years ago, poisoning unwanted pigeons on campus...
Coming under fire at the University of Kansas are
those friendly persons who ticket illegally parked cars
and such, making them "the target of more verbal abuse
and more hatred this year than has any administrator,
politician or nightclub owner," according to a columnist
for the University Daily Kansan.
Parking fines in Kansas are steep$7.50 if you pay
immediately and $12.50 if they have to come after you
and no early semester warnings are given. The Kansan
also claimed certain student parking permits are sold for
lots that also have parking meters. Apparently some
students don’t realize they have to feed the meters, too,
and wind up with another ticket.
The amount of uncollected fines there have reached
$36,000.
An interesting fact of the situation is most students
live within one mile of the campus, according to the
Kansan, so why should they have to drive to campus at
all?...

Women’s sex conflicts discussed
by Scott Mace
Teen-age women receive conflicting messages about
sex, according to New College lecturer Nancy Markham.
"The verbal message from a mother is NO don’t be
sexual," Markham said last week at the New College
Express, one of a series of events by the experimental
liberal arts program.
But the same mother may take her daughter on a
shopping trip and buy her tight skirts and spike heels,
thinking, "If she looks good, she’ll get dates."
Hence, the unspoken message may be that sex is OK,
Markham said.
"For example, the mother may say, ’Your father and
I are going to San Francisco to spend the night. You’ll be
all right."
"Many teen-age pregnancies happen at that time,
when the girl has no supervision," Markham said.
Some teen-age women may be ready to handle the
situation and some may not, she said.
Television, with its "T & A" shows, may reinforce the
message that sex is good.
The male partner also urges the woman to have sex,
Markham said.

’Understanding bodies
as sexual instruments
a must for women’
When the woman refuses, a typical response is,
"What do you mean you don’t want it? You must be hung
"Can you wonder why they’re hung up, after getting
these double messages?" Markham asked.
This kind of pressure is strongest in high school,
Markham said. "I’m amazed and disappointed it’s still
around."
Mothers pass the attitude along, so that young women
assume men want sex, even if they don’t.
Though high schodl students have been taught about
sex education, including birth control, they have not been
given information about their own sexuality, Markham
said.
"At last, freshmen in some schools are getting some
information," Markham said.

Students at UC-San Diego now have a soapbox to air
their grievancesa real soapbox, in the middle of a
campus plaza, every Thursday during lunchtime.
"All you have to do is jump up on a box and start
talking," said the chairman of a noon programming
committee.
Speakers Corner, as the program is called, is open to
anyone, student or non-student. The only restrictions are
All too often though, teen-age women who obtain birth
no profanity or amplifiers, and some kind of orderly control take it home and do not use it, Markham said,
question-and-answer debates. Programming committee because they do not accept their sexuality.
members stand by to make sure things don’t get out of
hand.
Markham believes women must understand their
The first soapbox, held two weeks ago today, featured bodies as sexual instruments.
debates on body language, revolutions, and gas station
"Many women can be satisfied by caresses and
rip-offs, according to The Daily Guardian...
tenderness without orgasm," she said.
Officials at Western Washington University are
pointing to their lack of on-campus housing as a possible
factor in their enrollment drop this fall.
WWU turned down 1,200 applications for on-campus
housing, mostly incoming freshmen and transfer students
who probably would not seek off-campus housing, according to housing director Pete Coy.
Coy is presenting alternatives to open up additional
space, such as preventing two students to sign up for a
four-student apartment. Coy said 500 spaces would be
available if these apartments were assigned to capacity.
Also, the university has rented a 44-unit apartment
complex to accommodate 150 of the overflow students,
and has plans to renovate an older dorm to house another
150...
Sexual harassment has also been an issue up in
Washington, and WWI) has set up a two-student, twofaculty member committee to handle such complaints.
"A’s for lays do exist on this campus," said faculty
member Kathyrn Anderson. Anderson said that onefourth of her time last spring was taken talking with
students who felt sexually harassed by faculty members.
Although there have been no complaints of sexual
harassment against any WWU faculty, the vice-president
of student affairs said there have been "informal" cases
of students who have dropped out for that reason...

Also, until women learn to say no to some male advances, they can’t say yes with complete abandonment,
Markham said.
For many years, men were considered responsible for
a woman’s sexual satisfaction, she said.
"Men had to know what turns women on, so they
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Sex was the topic of Nancy Markham’s talk at New College last week,
bought books that would say, ’Try this, then that, said.
Markham said. "But who wrote the book? A man."
"We should speak out against society or press who see
Men took on the added responsibility of "setting the women as sexual objects."
stage" for sex, Markham said, with candlelight, roses and
The next New College Express will be today from
so forth. Magazines such as Esquire and Coronet told me,
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in Building 0, Room 18, on San Carlos
"Here is the formula to get a women into bed."
Street near Seventh Street. Prof. Nils Peterson will
These magazines assumed women were all alike, discuss "The Loving War Between the Sexes."
Markham said. Men measured their success by the look of
ecstasy on the woman’s face, which was often faked.
"Even the woman would think, if he loved her, he’d
know what to do."
The truth known now is that only 50 percent of all
women can achieve satisfaction solely from intercourse,
Markham said.
Women must learn what makes them feel good, which
varies from woman to woman.
"These are our choices. We must decide," Markham

by Jan Flanery-Taylor
California
voters
overwhelmingly supported
all four state ballot
measures Tuesday including the "anti-busing,"
measure, Proposition 1,
and the "Spirit of 13"
measure, Proposition 4,
designed to limit government spending.
While state voters
approved some of the
measures almost 2-1, the
county vote corresponded

closely, although Santa
Clara County voters were
behind in the "yes" votes
by a few percentage points.
According to George
Mann, county registrar of
voters, 31.2 percent of the
county’s registered voters
turned out at the polls
Tuesday.
Proposition 1, the
measure which would limit
the situations in which
busing can be required,

surplus that can help support other sessions."
Last year, the department developed a $.58,000 surplus
out of a $2 millon budget Bradley said. The extra money
goes into a reserve fund controlled by the California State
University and Colleges Chancellor’s office. The department makes proposals to use the funds for new programs.
One such program developed in the past was a series
of seminars for the business faculty, allowing instructors
to interact with business professionals in determining how
to prepare students for careers.
Bradley indicated the enrollment for the January
session may rise as students attempt to make up classes
that have been cancelled ass result of faculty cutbacks.
Financial aid is available to students involved in
January’s classes, Bradley said. Continuing Education
has short term loan funds covering tuition, available to
students who will be continuing their education the
Ac ROSS FROM

OOKHEED

won 59.7 percent of the
county vote.
The county voters
approved the proposition
by a 30,000 vote margin
with 93,168 for and 62,800
against the measure.
Proposition 4, the
measure designed to limit
government spending to
only a slight annual increase, won by 70.6 percent
of the county vote, with
109,074 for and 45,411
against the measure.
Proposition 2 passed
with 62.2 per cent voter
approval. The proposition
will release the 10 percent
interest ceiling that is
currently on loans from
brokers. 96,280 voted in
favor, and 58,398 voted
against it.
Proposition 3, a
measure to simplify the
formula for assessing
veterans’ property won by
the highest margin with

113,622 ( 75.3 percent) voter
approval. Only 37,093 voted
against the measure, for
which no opposition had
been submitted on the
California Voters’ Pamphlet.
According to Secretary
of State March Fong Eu’s
office, Proposition 1 won
68.6 percent approval of
voters statewide.
Proposition 4 won
almost 3-1 in the state, with
74.3 percent of the voters
approving it.
Propositions 2 and 3
won by 64.5 percent and
75.9 percent, respectively.
According to Eu’s
office, the figures on voter
turnout at polls statewide
are not yet available.
The county turnout was
just slightly better than
expected, but was still
disappointing , Mann said.
Mann said his office
had expected a 25-30
percent turnout.
The turnout would
have been worse if it had

Valerie Coleman, newscaster and former SJSU
student, will speak on campus tomorrow.
Coleman, of Channel 4 KRON news, will speak at
11 a.m in the Education Building, Room 100, followed
by a 12:30 p.m. class session in ED 315.
The talks are sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi, the
Society of Professional Journalists and Steve Milner,
Afro-American Studies professor. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

rained Tuesday, he said.
’ Voter response in an
election that is not a
gubernatorial
or
presidential
election
"depends on the issues," he
said.
"Statewide
issues
helped raise the percentage" of voter turnout,
he said.
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Coleman on campus

Voters pass all measures

January session credit changes
by Marion Oki
This academic year marks the first time that January
intersession classes will be designated as regular
residence credit, rather than extension credit, according
Paul Bradley, associate dean of Continuing Education.
At present students are not allowed to count more
than 24 units of extension credit toward a degree. The
change in status this year could allow students to take
more classes outside of the regular semester witout exceeding that number.
Extension classes are generally held off campus.
Bradley indicated that the level of quality in these courses
isn’t always considered as high as residence credit
courses.
While fees for Continuing Education are much higher
than regular semester fees (basic fee of $40 per unit).
"The reason the fees are high is that continuing
Education is totally self-supported," Bradley said.
Faculty for Continuing Education courses are
recruited from the ranks of the regular university faculty
and are paid on the same pay scale.
While a program may sometimes come up with a
surplus of funds, the excess is put into other projects.
"Some programs simply aren’t going to pay for
themselves, then there are others that will pay for them,"
Bradley said. "The January session migrit generate a
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Frat fire truck
facing final days?

photos by Joan Wynn

Above: Three members of the Pi Kappa Alpha
pledge class sit at the ready, waiting for fire duty.
They are, on the hood, Buddy King; in the seat,
Pat Parks, and on the runningboard, Leif
Wadleigh.

Pi Kappa Alpha truck bugged
with history of vandalism
by. Mark Schwenden
.44111114111.111

senva

You may have seen it last year, as it led the SJSU
homecoming parade or again this year as it participated.
The old fire truck that serves as the mascot of the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity has been to many homecomings.
The 1928 Seagraves fire engine makes its home at the
northwest corner of Fifth and William streets. A backdrop
’405
of old Victorian style homes built in the ’30s
almost give it a sense of belonging. However, the old 750gallon pumper truck still gets a certain amount of attention from passersby as it sits in the shadow of the
fraternity. house, dreaming of old glories or perhaps
brooding over past disasters.
After serving many years in the San Mateo Fire
Department the aging truck was put into storage at an
unused San Jose fire house on South Eighth Street between San Carlos and San Salvador streets.
Iii 1954 the truck found a new home with the brothers
of Pi Kappa Alpha. Forty active fraternity members and
10 pledges paid the city of San Mateo $115 for the no longer
useful pumper.
Although 26 years old, the engine had only 17,000 miles
on it and was in good condition. The fraternity members,
or "Pikes" as they are often called, offered the services of
the fully operational truck to a local civil defense group.
That idea quickly frizzled when they learned that special
extra -cost insurance was required for such usage.
The fire truck has become the pride of the fraternity
and the group has even created an annual fireman’s ball.
The ball is held during spring semester and is the
main social event of Pi Kappa Alpha.
All went well until January of 1959. At approximately
3:30 on a Sunday morning two men rolled the truck into
the street in front of 581 S. Eighth St., and according to
police, sprinkled gas on the vehicle and ignited it. Two
paper boys working nearby saw two "tall boys" run away
and jump into a black 1950 coupe at the time of the incident. The next day a local newspaper carried the
question headline "What’s funnier than a burning fire
truck ? "
No one was ever arrested in connection with or
charged with perpetrating the incident. The Pikes did not
consider the act of arson at all funny and offered a $150
reward for identification of those responsible.
Ironically the truck carried no fire insurance to cover
the estimated $500 damage. A present day member claims
the fraternity later identified the alleged arsonists but did
not press charges because of a lack of evidence and the
fact that the suspects had already left SJS.

Right: Fraternity member John Unruh surveys the
damage done to the fire truck . The wreckage
included a broken axle and pump.

incident, the room of the Pi Sigma
In a related
Kappa fraternity president caught fire that same night
and $4,000 to $5,000 in damage resulted. Police and fire
officials were unable to identify the cause of the fire.

Today the truck performs many of the same duties it
did in the early ’60s. Shuttling kegs of beer to parties at the
fraternity house still remains one of the truck’s chief
duties.

The truck was repaired and restored as well as
possible. However, the peace lasted only two years. In
1961 vandals again struck, venting their wrath on the
defenseless machine. Grey paint, splashed over the
pumper’s body, caused an estimated $200 in damages.

There are still high points in the old pumper’s life.
Last year it carried SJSU’s president, Gail Fullerton, at
the head of the homecoming parade. Eric Henderson, in
charge of maintaining the engine at that time, revealed
that two nights before homecoming it was discovered that
the truck had been tampered with. Vandals had removed
all but one bolt on the attachment between the truck’s
engine and drive shaft.

Relative peace again descended as the fraternity and
its mascot moved into the ’60s. Hauling fraternity
members and their friends to and from social events,
football games and SJS took up most of the truck’s time.
The Pikes did, however, slow down long enough to be
pictured on the front page of the Sunday Mercury
magazine, "California Today," in 1962.

A

;

One fraternity member says the useless but unique #
antique pump was traded in 1976 for other important parts
the Pikes were unable to purchase.
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If the Pikes have their way the old fire engine will see
many more homecoming games and parades, despite its
historical run of bad luck.

Who did what is unclear, but when the fracas was over
severe damage had been done to a door by a fire axe and
several windows had been blown out by the high pressure
water from the pumper’s tank. The San Jose Police
arrived and the truck was impounded. The national Pi
Kappa Alpha association withdrew the fraternity’s
charter for nine months. It’s difficult to say which the
Pikes missed most.

KINKO’S COPIES
Now Offers

CELEBRATING OUR 39th YEAR

Pledge Craig Tempelton, fire truck committee
chairman, claimed the Pikes would be doubly careful this
year. Obviously they were successful; the truck was there
at the 1979 game.

In 1966 what started as a supposed retaliatory raid on
a rival fraternity ended the full function of the pumper
truck. The facts are conflicting and the exact chain of
events has been lost over the years. It seems what started
out as a mere raid turned into a minor riot in a very short
time.

The Pikes got their charter back and in 1967 the San
Jose Fire Department, which had custody of the old
pumper truck, returned the truck. The Pikes were not as
happy as might be expected, however. They claim that
several original parts on the truck had been replaced or
removed. The Pikes never filed an official complaint, but
when the truck was returned its 600-pound brass pump
simply would not work properly.

by Tracy L. Corral
"We contacted an
The demise of the organization
that
famed Pi Kappa Alpha fire specializes in restoring
truck has left the members antique fire trucks. The
of that fraternity with a president of the company
told us over the phone that
sense of loss.
On Tuesday morning, from the description of the
Oct. 23, the truck, parked in damages, the cost could be
front of the Pike house, was well in the $1,000 range.
"We can’t put a price
struck from behind. The
driver was apprehended by on that truck; that would
police after he turned the be like trying to put a price
wrong way down Fourth on a Van Gogh painting."
According to another
Street.
Damage to the fire fraternity member, Ray
truck was quite extensive, Marazzi, "The frame is
according to Pi Kappa warped, in fact, the body is
Alpha member Eric cracked in half."
Now the feeling is
Henderson.
Damage includes a mixed on whether the
possible broken axle, a fraternity should buy a new
cracked gear box, and a truck, or fix the one they
have, no matter how
ruined fire pump.
The truck had been damaged it is.
sitting on blocks, because
fraternity members had ,
MIR 10% ON
removed the front wheels
SPEW,
to replace the bearings.
When the accident
’Era WS off obi
occurred, the impact
perms Wal
forced it to fall off the
blocks, and slide a few feet
up the street. "It hit one of
pATif4AfS
our little sister’s car,"
Henderson said.
burr, CANIA 00.11111!
"When we found out
conwhat happened, we
"WM I
sidered it totalled,- he
Ow
11111.
said.
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Charlie’s ’Killer Cut’

’Water Sign’
above the line
by Dave Burckhard
Jeff Lorber’s latest,
album offering is a product
seemingly beyond the
group’s young age.
Records’
Arista
release of "Water Sign" by
the Jeff Lorber Fusion is an
eclectic mixture of musical
forms combined with fresh,
youthful and serious
presentation.

review
While some of the cuts
are executed well, the
was probably
album
released prematurely.
This is evident in the
opening cut, -Toad’s
Place," which has a
repetitious
somewhat

melody. Dennis Springer’s
saxophone was not used to
its potential and Lorber’s
keyboard, whose 26-yearold master performs
flawlessly, was too low key.
The tune was a base,
however, for a great piece
if the group spent a bit
more
effort
in
arrangement.
One of the finest cuts
was "Sparkle" in which
Fusion’s sideman Joe
Farrell’s jazzy flute really
shines.
Farrell played sax and
flute on Fusion’s 1978
album, "Soft Space."
With the help of Chick
Cores on the Mini-Moog
and
Lorber’s
arrangements, the album
became a top 10 seller and
helped Fusion become

Jazz is the mainstream of the Jeff Lorber Fusion, of which drummer Dennis
Bradfor, bassist Danny Wilson and pianist Lorber perform.
selected by "Cashbox"
magazine as the No. 1 new
jazz group of the year.
Percussion blends well
on all the cuts. Dennis
Bradford’s drums augment
without overpowering the
tunes. At a deceptively
young age of 22. Bradford

has more than 10 years of
professional experience
and has played with such
artists as James Brown.
Danny Wilson, the
youngest Fusionist at 18,
plays a gutsy electric bass.
At times, however, it
breaks slightly and loses

rhythm on complex
passages.
Jazz and easy listening
fans should not hesitate to
listen to "Water Sign" for
all around smooth
sophisticated
tunes
decorated with some fresh
trim.

by Roger Myers
In 1978 after Charlie’s third album,
"Lines," sold more than a quarter of a
million copies, promotions people at their
Janus label told the band the LP, good as it
was, lacked the sensational single - a
"killer cut" - that would send sales into
the platinum realm.
Seizing that, lead vocalist, guitarist
and major songwriter Terry Thomas sat
down to write a song of the frustrations,
manipulations, and exasperations involved in becoming a star.
Honestly entitled "Killer Cut," it is the
opening number on Charlie’s first release
for new lable Arista, "Fight Dirty," and
owes much lyrically and musically to the
Byrds’ classic "So You Want To Be A Rock
and Roll Star."
"So you wanna be a rock and roll
star. Well times have changed.
That’s all I’ll say. You still need an
electric guitar, but most of all you
need that radio radio play all day all
day..."
On "Killer Cut" and the two songs
immediately after the title tune and
"Don’t Count Me Out," Charlie is at its
best, the music has direction, the

arrangements invention and the vocals
polish.
From there, though, the album
becomes somewhat erratic, with both high
and low points and varying themes with
which to contend.
The six-man band proves its versatility on the closing songs of either side.
Primarily a brilliant Julian Colbeck
piano concerto, the side-one ending "Too
Late" is a lament of lost love on a grand
scale that is the band’s most emotionevoking tune to date.
Charlie’s flip side is exposed on
"Heartless" and "So Alone."
The first is notable mainly for the
traces of Queen that lurk in its grooves,
especially in the overlapping harmonies
and the song’s basic structure.
The other is well intentioned. But petty
lyrical arrangement and contrived
neatness render a good song with good
ideas about loneliness into pretentious
tripe. It is a perfect example of trying too
hard.
But that beats the hell out of not trying
hard enough.
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Life after ’Deadman’s Curve’
for California surf-rock duo
They came
back from ...

Jan and Dean relive hits
Apparently Jan agreed.
People who attend their concerts are glad to see them
performing again, Dean said. Like any other rock ’n roll
concert, "they’re just hoping you can pull it off."

by Denise Downer
Surfboards resting in the sand, ocean waves caressing
the shore and you and your date leaning against the tire of
your ’54 Woody.
The radio is on and Jan and Dean are singing their hit
song from 1959, "Jenny Lee." Everything was perfect and
the world had no problems.
The singing duo of Jan Berry and Dean Torrence will
bring these sounds of the ’60s to Circle Star Theatre in San
Carlos tonight.

"Jan still as problems with speech, but it bothers him
more than us ( the group)," Dean said. "He’s out there to
do his best."

Jan and Dean, natives of West Los Angles, will perform all of their major hits, such as, "Surf City," "Jenny
Lee" and "Little Old Lady (from Pasadena)."

Everyone in the group has made mistakes while
"Words aren’t really imperforming, Dean said.
portant, it’s the groove of the songs that matter," he said.
Right now, Jan and Dean do not have recording
contracts
"Certainly there have been offers," Dean said. "But
we are able to survive with out a record company."
Dean said he will have a recording contract when and
if the right one comes along.

In Concert

In the meantime, Dean, who received his degree in
architecture at USC, is keeping busy with his graphics
company, "Kitty Hawk." He designs album covers and
inserts.

They will also include tunes from the Beach Boys and
some California hits.

"It’s a good feeling to walk into a radio station and see
my designs on the walls," he said.

"We do some current hits too," Dean said in a recent
phone interview. "That’s a surprise to our audience."

Although Dean is involved with the graphics company, Jan, who studied pre-med at UCLA before the accident, is not able to do as much. "He just sings and
practices," Dean said.

People who attend Jan and Dean’s concerts are in
their pre-teens to middle 305, Dean said. "It depends on
where we perform."

Besides performing in concerts, Jan and Dean made a
music documentary for ABC. It is their music with a lot of
visuals, according to Dean.

Of course pre-teenagers were not around when Jan
and Dean sang their first hit, "Jenny Lee," in 1959. Nor
were they old enough to recall the duo’s singing break-up
after Jan’s severe car accident in 1966 on "Deadrnan’s
Curve" in Malibu.

Right now, Jan and Dean are trying to get enough
money to redo certain parts of the film, he said.

The car accident on the stretch of road they had sung
about left Jan in a coma for about one month. After that
time, Jan under went therapy because one side of his body
was paralyzed, leaving his speech irnpared.
Dean continued to record for a year after the accident, but "it just wasn’t the same," he said.
Jan and Dean officially started singing together again
one year ago. Before their reunion, Dean had been
working with Poppa Do Run Run for five years while Jan
was involved in therapy.
"Jan has always been involved with music," Dean
said.

Deadman’s Curve

Male ballet troupe plays Flint
Les Ballet Trockadero
de Monte Carlo, a
delightful travesty of
classical dance, will grace
the Flint Center stage
tomorrow at 8 p.m.
The all-male ballet
company features stars
like Igor Slowpokin and Ida
Neversayneva in classical
dances such as "Swan
Lake" and "Giselle."
The troupe also performs several original
pieces destined to become
classics such as "Loie
Flutter," the tragic story of
a giant yellow peony that
loses its petals.
The troupe’s polished
paired
with
dancing
exaggerated movements
form a hilarious satire as
the "ballerinas" flutter
about the stage in the most
feminine of costumes.
The comedy builds as
the dancers lose their
ability to conceal pain and
become visibly annoyed
with each other as the
performance progresses.
The result is a show
that delights dance enthusiasts and comedy
lovers alike.

Before the duo’s reunion, Jan wanted to get back into
the concert scene with Dean, said Alan Matre, a former
road manager.
However, Dean did not want to be reunited.
So Jan found a vocalist who looked like Dean, Matre
said. But, "people knew it wasn’t the real Dean."
Also, the back-up band could not play the songs
properly, Matre said.
Eventually Dean said he would sing with Jan as long
as his back-up band, Poppa Do Run Run, could play.

They want to include new things into the documentary. For example, they have a tentative agteement with
Steve Martin lobe in the film.
While waiting for the documentary to be completed,
Jan and Dean continue to present concerts.
The duo will feel very much at home here in the Bay
Area tonight. They spend a lot of time in this area, Dean
said.
"I love it here," but, "sometimes I need the hustle of
L.A.," he said.
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The "Trock’s" appearance is sponsored by
the San Jose Theater Guild The all -male dancers of Les Ballet Trockadero de Monte Carlo will perform
their satrical ballet style at Flint Center Friday at 8 p.m. They are shown here
and Don Thomson.
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Must-win situation as Spartans host UCSB
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by Mark Marymee
It’s down to the wire as far as the 1979 SJSU soccer
season goes, starting tomorrow when the Spartans host
the UC-Santa Barbara Gauchos in a game that has been
rescheduled for 1 p.m. on the soccer field near Spartan
Stadium.
Due to recent rains and a band festival last weekend,
Spartan Stadium was ruled unplayable, according to Julie
Haller, assistant sports information director.
If the Spartans, currently 11-4, drop tomorrow’s
contest to the Gauchos, Sunday afternoon’s encounter
with Santa Clara could be merely academic as far as
selection for post season play is concerned.
The Spartans dropped a 2-1 decision Saturday against
UCLA, but the Broncos, ranked second in last week’s Far
West soccer poll to SJSU’s third-place showing, were
beaten Sunday by Simon Fraser University, leaving them
with a record of 11-5-1.
Sixteen teams across the nation, along with three atlarge selections, will qualify for the first round of regional
playoffs, according to SJSU soccer coach Julie Menendez.
Since the University of San Francisco, ranked first in
the West last week, is almost assured a spot in the Far
West playoffs and since there are only three "wild card"
berths available, Menendez thinks the Spartans’ chances
of making the playoffs depend on gaining the other
Western district slot.
"With the at-large selections, no more than two can be

leading the Broncos into the Sunday afternoon
showdown is Santa Clara’s top scorer in ’79, Clive Barrett,
who has found opponents’ nets 11 times this season. The
sophomore forward is currently tied for seventh in scoring
in the Pacific Soccer Conference.

Post -season invitation in jeopardy
made in a specific area," Menendez said. "So most
districts will have only two teams in the playoffs.
"I’d say et would be safe to predict that in the West
there will be just two teams qualifying for the playoffs."
Menendez, in his 26th year as head of the Spartans,
hopes his squad will still be in the race for that other berth
after tonight, along with Santa Clara, San Diego State
and, possibly, Stanford.
With two games remaining on its schedule, Santa
Clara could finish up the 1979 season with a record of 13-51, if the Broncos beat both University of Pacific and SJSU.
San Diego State, with a record of 13-3-1, could wind up
with a tally of 15-3-1 with wins over Loyola and U.S. International University this week.
With a 4-3 loss to USF Tuesday night, Stanford now
stands at 14-4-1, with a game against UCLA, which beat
SJSU 2-1 last weekend, still left to play.
As numerous teams along the coast analyze their
chances of making it into the playoffs, the Gauchos ( 7-7-3
in ’791 have a chance tomorrow to spoil at least one team’s
post-season bid.
After losing nine of 11 starters from last year’s 13-6
squad, first year coach John Purcell, who took over for Al
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Meeder, has spent the majority of the season throwing
young players into games against more experienced
opponents.
One Gaucho who has responded offensively is
sophomore forward Jose Santana. Santana leads the
Gauchos in goals with 11.

Senior forward Miguel Avila has added six goals and
seven assists this year to the Broncos’ offensive output
and, according to Menendez, he may just give the Spartan
defense fits come Sunday.
"Avila is a player you obviously have to mark tight,
Menendez said. "I think any team that fails to mark Avila
After Santana, Santa Barbara seems to drop off in tight gets in trouble.
"In fact, you can even get in trouble when you do
scoring punch with senior Steve Pollack occupying the
mark him," Menendez added. "He’s by far the best player
runner-up position with six goals.
I haven’t seen Santa Barbara at all," Menendez said. on the Santa Clara team.
"The only thing I know about them is what I hear from
"Another guy that can give you fits is Clive Barrett.
other coaches.
He’s an outstanding player, and he can also score."
While Avila and Barrett will try to get the Broncos
"But, I hear they have a good, strong, physical
team," Menendez said. "They’ve been in most of their onto the scoreboard and into the Far West Soccer
Playoffs, Greg Reynolds will be at the other end of the
games, so I’m sure they’ll be a good team.
field attempting to shut off an SJSU offense which has
"They usually have a good game against us."
One Gaucho who hopes to have a good game against accounted for 65 goals in 15 games.
Being the only goalie the Broncos have used this
SJSU is goalie Mike Park, playing the last game of his
season, Reynolds has had plenty of time to develop into
career for Santa Barbara tomorrow.
the leading goalkeeper in the PSC.
In ’79 the senior goalkeeper has registered a goalsWith seven shutouts and a .84 goals-against average to
against average of 1.5 tallies per contest, according to
his credit, Reynolds ranks first in those categories in the
Purcell, along with three shutouts.
conference.
"Basically, I’m taking a very young team onto a field
Looking at all the possibilities, Menendez admitted it
they’ve never played on before to face a team that has
aspirations of going into the playoffs," Purcell said by would be difficult for his Spartans to get up for the Santa
Clara match if they lose to Santa Barbara tomorrow.
phone from Santa Barbara.
"San Jose always has tough players and their record
"It’ll be tough, because if we lose to Santa Barbara it
speaks for itself," Purcell said. "They’re a quality team.
would be pretty hard for us to make the playoffs,"
"We’re still struggling," he added. "But, hopefully, Menendez said. "The only thing that I think would really
since this is our last game of the year, we’ll be ready for sustain the team is that we do have a real cross-town
them."
rivalry with Santa Clara.
While the Gauchos have only until tomorrow to
"There is that traditional rivalry, so I think the team
prepare for SJSU, Santa Clara can take up to Sunday to can get up for the Santa Clara game," he said.
get ready for the season finale with SJSU, scheduled for
"But, we’d be up for it even better if we beat Santa
1:30p.m. at Buck Shaw Stadium.
Barbara," Menendez said.
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Women’s basketball squad

Spartans ’turn the corner

ay
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stalled all the differing
offensive and defensive
sets it had planned to use in
the Cal Poly tournament
and now it’s just a matter
of perfecting them in the
next week, according to
Chatman.

by Dave Kellogg
For SJSU’s women’s
basketball squad it’s time
to polish up its act and
compensate for early
losses as it prepares to
travel to the Cal Poly, San
Luis Obispo tournament
next weekend.

of

"We were a little slow
in the beginning practices,
but now we’re just starting
to turn the corner," coach
Sharon Chatman said. "It’s
a little early for us to be
getting started but it is for
our competition too."
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Spartan wrestler John Middlestead scores a two -point takedown against Rudy Guevara in last week’s
alumni meet. The Spartans’ next home meet is Nov. 1 5, against Chico State.

One of the things the
Spartans will also have to
work on is compensating
for the loss of backup
center Susan Day.
Day has about a "5050" chance of coming back
in time for the Cal Poly
tournament, depending on
the progress of her rather
mysterious knee injury.

The veteran Spartan
squad has pretty well in-

Plains Freestyle Championships

Experience incentive in wrestling tourney
by Ron Lazzarotti
cultural thing."
Another advantage of the tournament is that it exWhile preparing for the upcoming season, several
SJSU wrestlers look to gain valuable experience com- poses the wrestlers to top competition from all over the
peting in the Great Plains Freestyle Championships at the country.
University of Nebraska tomorrow and Saturday, ac"A lot of Olympic hopefuls will be wrestling," Kerr
cording to SJSU coach T.J. Kerr.
"It’s good for them because they get a chance to said.
The only disadvantage of the tournaments is that the
travel and see different people." Kerr said. "It’s really a
whole wrestling team cannot attend.

Women golfers set sights on
historic Stanford Invitational

"It’s they who supply most of the money," Kerr said,
"and I help.
"The wrestlers pay for the flight and their meals
while they are there," Kerr said, "and I use money from
the
wrestling
budget to pay for the motel."
A long-awaited event has finally arrived for the SJSU
women’s golf team the Stanford Invitational.
Since the whole wrestling team in unable to make
"We’re peaked for it," coach Mark Gale said. "It’s the trip, those wrestlers and coaches competing do so as
the tournament we’ve been preparing for since the season the SJSU wrestling club rather than the SJSU wrestling
began."
team, which enables coaches to compete.
A field of 17 teams with five golfers each will tee off
today, tomorrow and Saturday in the 54-hole tourney, to
be played on the 6,000-yard Stanford Golf Course.
Why do the Spartans want to win this particular event
so much?

The wrestlers going are assistant coaches Kevin
Hejnal and Tihamer Toth-Fejel: redshirt Guy Heath; and
Spartan wrestlers David Barnes, Doug Stewart, Rick
Frye. Jerry Morrison, Denis Shea, Jon Silver, Eddie Baza
and Brian Canali.

A victory in this tournament does not automatially
qualify a wrestler though. A selection committee headed
by national AAU coach Stan Dziedzic will make the final
selections, according to the AAU.
Following this weekend’s tournament, the Spartans,
who finished fourth in last year’s tournament, begin
preparing for their first dual meet of the season against
Chico State, Nov. 15, in Spartan Gym.
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"But we have a lot of kids who like to work hard,"
Kerr said. "They have a lot of discipline and togetherness."
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Student Union
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broadcast all home contests, all
away league games, ans pod season
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"We have the capability to take the conference," Kerr
said looking ahead. "We wrestle over our heads, against
people who recruit nationally, it’s a tough challenge.
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Monday. November 12
8:00 pm

Although the Spartans
plan to open up with
primarily the same starting lineup which led the
Spartans to a 24-4 season
last year, Chatman says at
least one of the forward
spots is still up for grabs.

All the wrestlers who participate in the tournament
will be eligible for the United States AAU team that will
travel to the Soviet Union for the Tbilisi Tournament in
January.

1 hut

The Biological Students
Association
San Jose State University

Last year the 6-1 senior
was one of the most
reliable Spartans, hitting
7.4 points per contest and
averaging 5 rebounds a
game, while playing in all
of SJSU’s 28 games.

transfer Tern Swarbrick.
Swarbrick was a starter
for the Spartans two years
ago and led the team in
scoring with a 15.1
average.

"This is good exposure for the team," Kerr said. "The
sports facility at Nebraska is unbelievable."

"It’s an old and prestigious tournament," Gale
"The tournament is good for me becuase I pick up
said,’ and the notoriety we’ll get if we win will help us in some good technique," Kerr said. "It’s good for the
future recruiting."
wrestlers because it is a major level tournament and they
The tournament is also the last one for the Spartans in face top competition."
1979. They won’t resume competition until the middle of
Other colleges represented are Iowa, Missouri, and
January, when the events will begin to pile up until the Oklahoma State , all top wrestling institutions in the
season’s end in June.
NCAA, according to Kerr.
SJSU and Arizona State, who earlier in the week
finished one-two in the Rancho Murietta Invitational in
5 L eAPITO
Sacramento. appear to be the favorites at Stanford.
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"It has been an off and
on type thing," Chatman
said. "She hasn’t been able
to get on the floor for the
last week.’
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Hard hitting, beer drinking all part of rugby
by Dave Kellogg
Rugby is, perhaps, the only sport left in the world
where a young sportswriter can butt heads with a college
fullback for 80 minutes and then share a friendly beer
together afterwards.
Such is the nature of rugby, a great equalizer of
athletes with a "take no prisoners" competiveness on the
field and a "hold no grudges" attitude off the field.
Rugby got its start in 1823 at a small school in Rugby,
England. A student, frustrated with the rules of soccer, in
the course of a game scooped up the ball and ran it in for a
goal.
The other students were so fascinated by the idea of
running with the ball that a new sport was formed, rugby.
When it came across the Atlantic, the Americans
made some modifications of their own on the sport,
creating football,
Overshadowed by its offspring, rugby nonetheless
survived in the United States, mostly in club form.
In 1920 and 1924 the United States pulled stunning
upsets in the Olympics to win gold medals in rugby
competition.
In 1930, the Big Game between Stanford and
California was a rugby match.
Rugby still flourishes today, with more than 38 clubs

"The biggest thing I had to adjust to was that things
were constantly moving," Kulusich said. "I was doing a
lot more running than in football."
Another major difference is that forward passing is
not allowed. The ball is moved on the field by running,
lateral passing and kicking. The ball’s advance is stopped
by tackling.
A rugby team fields 15 players. The group is split into
two general categories, forward and backs.
The forwards are roughly equivalent to football’s
linemen and are usually the bigger, stronger players.
The backs are somewhat like the backs and ends in
football in that they do most of the running and are usually
quicker and smaller.

in Northern California alone, and a tournament in Monterey each year to determine the mythical national
champion.
"The reason I got into rugby is that it reminded me of
playground football, but a little more serious," SJSU
football linebacker John Kulusich said. "I liked the idea
that everyone could carry the ball too."
On first glance, rugby might easily be mistaken for a
game of playground football, but on closer examination
rules and subtle skills different than football’s become
apparent.
The first notable difference is that rugby is nearly
non-stop. The action only stops when the ball goes out of
bounds, after a major rule violation or an injury.

"Our best years here 11975-76 when SJSU lost only td
the eventual national champions in the Monterey tournament ) were when we had a good blend of students and
football players," SJSU coach Tom Tutt said. "The
football players gave us a lot of intensity and brut
strength and the students added a lot of quickness an
finer skills, such as passing and kicking."
There are no pads in rugby, but despite its brute
appearance, rugby has a lower rate of major injuries than
does football.
The main reason for this, according to Dr. Ron McBeath, another SJSU coach, is the absence of blocking and
the stringent rules regarding tackles.
Tackling above the shoulders is considered dangerous
play in rugby and is severly punished. As a result, there
are none of the notorious clothesline hits that come in
football,
With the elimination of blocking, the blindside block
that can ruin a knee ( as in Kulusich’s case this year) is
eliminated.
As almost any rugby player will tell, an inviting,
unique aspect of the sport is the parties that follow games
and even at times precede contests. The stories of often
drunken nierriment are too numerous to list, but suffice it
to say a player nursing a beer at halftime is not an uncommon occurance.
If one play were to be chosen to sum up the spirit of
rugby, it might be the scrum.
In the scrum, the teams’ forwards link up in a kind of
reversed wedge. The two sets of forwards link up,
creating a small tunnel between them. The team that is
awarded the advantage gets to have the ball thrown in by
its scrum half. Once the ball is thrown in, each team tries
to win possesion by striking at the ball with their feet and
trying to push the other team off the ball.
SJSU is currently beginning practice for the upcoming spring season. According to McBeath, all new
players are welcome to attend practice on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons from 3:30 to 5.
McBeath stresses that everyone will get a chance to
play since the Spartans field two complete teams.
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Tackling and kicking are just two essential skills required in the sport of
rugby. Above, the SJSU club demonstrates these skills in a game against
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Santa Cruz last year. This year’s club begins play December 1 at the
Stanford tournament.
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Second-place Spartans host Stanford tonight
11M–

SJSU volleyballers demolish Dons
by Greg Grimes
The Great Kreskm and
Jan Dixon had better watch
out.
Exactly as assistant
coach
and
part-time
pyschic Marti Brugler had
earlier predicted, the fiery
SJSU women’s volleyball
team blew the conferencerival University of San
Fransisco Dons off the
court Tuesday night 15-3,
15-7, 15-7.
The lightning -fast 45minute victory in Spartan
Gym catapulted the
Spartans into second place
with a 5-3 Northern
California Athletic Conference record and kept
them within reach of
regional berth.
On the other hand, the
hapless Dons continued to
scrape rock bottom as their
conference record sank to
0-9.
"The (Spartan ) team
really looked crisp,"
player -coach
Carlos
Feitosa of the professional
San Jose Diablos volleyball
team said from the
audience,
And he should know.
The
38 -year -old
Saratoga resident not only
competed in the Olympics
as a member of the
Brazilian national team,
but also coached the team
for four years before
becoming the player-coach
for the co-ed Diablos.
Under his direction,
the Diablos finished their
first year as a professioal
team in third place in the
International Volleyball
Association
Western
Division.
And Feitosa would like
to improve on that next
year.
"I am looking for some
good players for our
team," he said. "I’ve got
my eye on several players
here that look ex-

ceptionally capable."
Among those on his list
are SJSU seniors Sonya
Satre and Jan Baszak.
"I’ll wait and see how
they do against Stanford,"
Feitosa said.
Feitosa will have that
opportunity tonight as the
conference-rival Cardinals
come to Spartan Gym at 7
p.m. in hopes of an upset.
The Spartans defeated
the fifth-place Cards in five
games earlier in the season
and Stanford has not
forgotten.
"We’ll be out for blood
tonight," Stanford coach
Fred Sturm said.
The Cardinals won’t be
the only ones who will be
looking for blood. The
Spartans’ win over USF
coupled with Calif onria’s
defeat at the hands of
Fresno State have pushed
SJSU from fourth place
into second place in the
NCAC.
"We’ve got to beat
Stanford tonight," Brugler
said. "It’s going to be tough
because they are so
unethical in their manner
of play. They hit some
erratic shots that are hard
to defense."
"But this will be the
crux of the season’s
matches for the team," she
said.
SJSU will then continue its drive for the
regionals when it travels to
Berkeley Saturday to take
on the Bears in Harman
Gym at 8 p.m.
"Cal, as usual will be
high as a kite to beat us,"
Brugler said. "But now
that we are back in the race
for the regionals, I think
our team will also be very
up for this match.
"Up to now, everyone
on the team has put limits
on their abilities out on the
court," Brugler said.
"They are now going to

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
34W.Santo Clara
San Jose CA 95113
(408) 283-5228
20S Santa Cruz
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-2300

have to put all that behind
them."
SJSU head coach Jane
Ward also wants the team
to put something behind
them.
"We will have to tin prove our setting if we are
going to beat both Stanford
and Cal," Ward said after
the Fresno match.
"Although I must
admit, we finally seemed to
play like a team again
against Fresno.
"I like to see that."
The vocal San Jose
audience of more than 70
also enjoyed watching as
the Spartans quickly
spurted out to an 8-0 lead in
the first game with the help
of serving specialist Karen

paced spikes while Baszak
bewitched the Dons with
her spinning serves.
Freshman
Jodi
Breding finally stepped in
to end the Dons’ misery
when she took a set from
Lisa Frazer and smashed it
over the block of USF’s Sue
Scott for the first game
winner.
The Spartans then
easily coasted over the
Dons during the next two
games with the exceptional
serving of Buddy Hussey
and hitting of Joyce Sprout
in addition to Jan Harman’s and Becky McCarley’s help from the
bench to post their fifth
conference victory.

Nabzeska.
The 5-6 sophomore’s
serves looked as if they
were shot out of a cannon
yet somehow managed to
drop in at the last moment
as the bewildered Dons
vainly lunged after them.
After a quick two-point
USF rally, Spartans Jan
Baszak and interim team
captain
Sonya
Satre
teamed up to help push the
score to 11-2 as SJSU’s
regular team captain Rose
Maasen, sidelined with a
sprained ankle, cheered on
from the bench.
Satre continually
kept one step ahead of the
USF
defenders
by
executing a variety of off-

.

>_

III

IECONOMY

MPORTS,,,c

IMPORTED CAR PARTS
Intersection of
S. 1st and S. Market

998-5060

,CIBI

IT’S A-"MAYS"-ING

5th Appearance at SU Bookstore
Watch your car be put on a Tee-Shirt
,
4r7;t1,7 7
iv_._,._
;,--7---

,\

,icy
.,

i)

Luther Mays Hand -Airbrushes T -Shirts
Cars - Vans. Cycles

Great Gift Ideas!

Nov. 12 18 9.00-5.00 in the bookstore

SPECIAL!
25 REPRINTS

FROM THE SAME NEGATIVE

Cup BOSCH

Students stop by a
pick up 15% discount card

Plenty of Free Customer Parking

LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
FIND OUT HOW MUCH
IT SHOULD COST

CALL
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
91 Paseo de San Antonio
(near corner of 3rd St. & San Antonio)

1

44 COLOR DY TECHNICOLORA,
a

PA 34

I1T/Spartan

/13ookstote
San Jose State University

classifieds

979

directed

meet
will
GREENPEACE
Thurs Nov I at I 00 10 the 50

minds, emotions and lesions
Students with 1 D emu 50
Non students,
percent off/ mo
$34 mo Please call 712 43S9 or

Costnen Rrn

ly to
tourand
’Thei
orute
and
-uta
than
Mc;and
TOUS

here
Win

SKI CLUB S next reeling is
November II ( Thursday)
1 10
in Engineering 111 Come find
out about tuning up your skis
and other great ideas Another
sensational Tailgate Party will
occur Saturday. Nov 10 at 10 30
am

iGarrie is at

Beer

will

iced
1 W1
-it of
nd of
up,
at is
in by
tries
:and
upnew
and
ce to

Wed,
Sun,

13/11

RED CARPET Ritioltere in of
Wing career in Real Rotate in
both residential and commercial

103. It

divisions.

auto.
Runs
excellent
evenings. 292 1440, $11110.

Noce, or call 371-6111.
BALLET classes and exercise.
ages,

all levels.
attention, detailed instruction.
School of Ballet Arts. Call MA

term

fiction

con.

,

41111or 99162416.

also

sultation.

call

1115/ 2734435.

expeeence. The internship is
five months on length and offers
the new
p ssssss oonal
nurse
excellent opportunities as an Air
Force Nurse. For additional
information,
contact
Ma ior

RECAPS S9,99: 13 Whet small.
Lifetime Guarantee. 13 series
large, 512.91. Radial, 70 series
recaps, and Mud and Snow,
S16.99. Exc. used tires, M. THE
TIRE M
, (Discount Tir
Warehouse),
Dell
and
San
cloaks Ave., Campbell. Call 371.

Dave at 247-6277,
74 VW RUG. R/H, auto. stick
shift. exc. mod., 63,49S or offer.
Ce111.124111.

call collect.

WHAT do Paul Newilite, Rod
Steiger and Toshie Milan. have
in common? They all played the

’M CHEVY Impala wagon. V41,
AT, PE, AC. Exc. mech. cond.

notorious bandit Taiornaru on

Clean UM. Call M1-34111.

stage and screen. See SJSU’s
in
Taioneru
the
WY
"Rashonuon," Nov. 1-10, I p.m.
at the Studio Theatre, 0th and

44 VW: Great commute car
MO. Call Fred at 3544596 from 9
a.m. to 5p.m.

on

outdoor

For Sale

ad

ventures?

Come to the SJSU
Sierra Club meeting eery Tues.
night at 7:30 on
the
S.U.
Guadalupe Room
Here are
attractoons!
On
coming
some

TUES. AND THURS. Specialcreamy A aaaaaa soup .95 bowl,
SO cup HEALTHWAY FOODS,
176 SAN SALVADOR.

UNITED HALP4ARE Cooped.
723.7111
Carole
Offer.
Bost
before 1.904.3194 eves/wk ends.

Nov. 4 a talk will be given on
"The Fight for Lake Tahoe." On
Nov 10, a bicycle trip through

PORNO PICTURES WANTED
Any Pictures taken at Ski
Club’s Halloween Party of the

teaching

STUDENTS We offer pay plus
pratical ex pee.. Head ac
needed to maintain
records and prepare financial
ere and tax returns
Most be enrolled in or completed
Intermediate
Accounting
20
hours per week. $1 SO 5400 an
hour Typing and general office
skills required (Work Study or

there is someone who can help
You with all your insurance

Student Assistants) Call
SAN
JOSE
STATE UNIVERSITY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 277

nee?

3234

would enloy helping

you protect the good things you
have worked hard for with a
State Farm car, homeowners,
life and/or health insurance
policy I would also enioy the

: Two reporters, one
phot rrrrr her
and
one
marketing assistant for Cal Hi
Sports, a new sports newspaper

opportunity

covering

of

provoding

you

with dependable protection and
prompt personal service
For
more 1010 please call
MORY STAR
257 7277
to review your insurance needs
at the time and place of your

UNITED

Calif
high schools
Con,act editor Mark Tennis at
240 Me
MAPLE PRESS Part or full
time No exp. required. 412 East
Santa Clara St. Between $70

Airline

half fare

545

Call 241

TYPIST for law firm. Pull/pt.
time. Will train. Call E. Guild at
279-30711 or 703.5311 for info.

am-

Work

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
MANI]
FRAM
MAn
ABM MIRMBR MUM

MEW WO/A-ENI
JOBS!
CRUISESHIPS1 YACHTS!

HANDYMAN

experience. Good Pay!
Australia! So, Amer. World!
Send 64.95 for APPLICATION,
to
REFERRALS
INFO.,

Call 111114447

your school hours
OP 2934430.

MENT
assistant
manager. One person needed to
live in studio apartment and
help with the management
Free rent includes phone and
cable TV Units are 2 moles from
campus, an easy bike ride
Apply at BMA, 1040 N. 4th. St.,
Wed thru Sat.. 0106.
TEACHERS Needed ell as soon
possible to teach English
California
ion
at
Language Institute on Japan.

Coll. Buy sets or separate issues
Low pricort. 238.2220.

Send

4692.
USED furnoture Good Pee.
We are "unfurnishong" apart,
meets close to campus on
regular
basis
We
have
available dinettes, hide/thee,
coffee and end tables, lamps,

PMMO MUMMUMOMNN
sumnomum MONO
BROM MEM
VW MUM flrnori
COOP OMOMMOMOM
LIDM NORM NVIMM
ORMUMWM UNMEIM
OMERHO MINIM WM
HIPINVI limn=
MOHR NUMMHUBOR
MROUHMHEN NOM
A MR MUM AMU
SOMn T En D EST

rugs,
, desks, beds and
misc. Cash and carry. Call 295
7411.
USED Books For Less. Recycle
Bookstore, 18 E San F
on corner of 3rd. St. Call 2114

and

resume

Requirements:

photo.

U.S.

College

personality.
good
graduate,
willing to slay 2 years. $1,100 to
P
51.500
per
month.
married couples, both able to
teach, with some experience
Contact
teaching
children.
Mr.lchiro
Nohara,
Yamaha
OF,
I -I-1
Uomachi.
Bldg.
Kitakyushu,
ita Ku,
Fukuoka, Japan.
female
NEEDED-,
Mature
models. Semi-nude. nude. SIO
pr/hr Please contact Kim al
Art West Studoos, P.0 Box 1939,
Los Gees, CA 95030, or call 3740197.
ALL AMERICAN COPY INC.
No exp required. Part or hill
time
40/ E.Saiote Clare It.

074

(between 1th and lelto NW.

No

JOBS: Summer,
year round. Europe. S America,
Australia, Asia, etc All liIds
Expenses
$300-51.100 monthly
paid Sightseeing For free into.
OVERSEAS

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
4., 1979 Lou Attathi: Time Suess,

ACROSS
1 Part of the Paris
street scene
5 Was ahead
8 Runners
14 Associate
15 Outside: Prefix
16 Flowering shrub
17 Top quality
19 English
gentlewoman
20 Inventor of a
wind instrument
21 Compelled to go
along
23 Minotaur’s
owner
24 Father: Fr.
25 Cooked mixture
of flour and
butter for sauces
27 Accumulate
30 Long legged bird
32 Chinese name
35 Memorable name
in the theatre
37 Carrottops
:19 Wagon train
animals
40 Ignore
42 Woe is me!
43 Unwelcome notice
45 Havoc
47 USNA grad.
48 Vary
50 Civet’s cousin
51 Hillside: Scot.
1

2

3

4

52
54
57
59
62
64
66
67
6$
69
70
71

Iowa college town
Port of Iraq
Boca -. Flo.
Chemin de -Ardent
Fib
Broadening
experience
Poetic "ever"
Latin American
measure
Traffic in that
which is sacred
Madrid title:
Abbr.
Hero of Conrad’s

27
28
29
31
32

33
34

"Victory’
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

5

36
38
41
44
46
49
51
53

DOWN
Part of the street
scene
- breve, in
music
Stream
Observe
Hungarian
composer
Expatriates
Inside info
Zodiac sign
Arc of the
horizon, in
astronomy
Cup or chalice
Dash: Fr.
Fix again
Recites

6

7

8

15
1/

18
22
24
26

54
55
56
58
59
60
61
63
65

wrote IJC, Box $1 SB, Corona Del

Enliven
Dehydrated
Frolic
What we are all
getting
Extent
Poison
Hero of 1936
Olympics
Rubbish
South African
Premier,
1948-54
Maxim
Tribesman of
Central Caucasus
Singer Reese
Chalet features
Metric measure
Golfer Gene
Representative
To the contrary
Ole, Italian style
Former ballerina
Shearer
Cave dwellers
Shelter, as a
dugout: Fr.
Heavy impact
Fills with
reverence
Source of linen
Green land
Having actuality
City in E.
England
Evart’s ousin

MI10

11

12

Mar, CA 93021.
POET-TIME work for students.
We have a few positions open for
responsible people who want to
earn S100 to 5400 per week,
working only 21 to 15 hers
Won’t
students
Perfect for
Previous
interlere with Cl

NEEDED: Worsens and clerical
personnel. Flexible hours, good
pay. Aides, orderlies. 53.25/hr.;
RN’s,
$7/h4;
L.V.N.’s.
61.50/hr.

Clerical

various

wages..

per
Call

I.

RED Carpet, Quimby Square
Realty is offering a cantor on
Real Estate in both our comresidential
and
divisions. If you are sincere and
income
unlimited
desire
mercial

potential, call Mr. Fahmy at 2345111 for an interview.
IMMEDIATE openings on your
area
elderly
and
helping
disabled. Work around your
01
.
No
Rove
necessary,
Homemakers. Call 39E1344.

Celleat Weed’,

sales experience helpful, but not
We Nen Call Ws

beautiful
15.10 hrs

bathroom and own en
Desirable residential
trance.
area S blocks from SJSU Start
II/1 11/20 Call 290-072S alter 4
p rn

Stevie
1722-C, Van-

couver, WA WM.
LEARN to drive a school bus.
School bus driver position avail
for van -type bus. Part time hrs
MF, weekends
FREE. Call
Kathy 171-445l.
time

female

Jose area Flex hrs avail Start
at $4 50thr Call George at 792
9819, MAACO Auto Painting.

SE A FA X, Dept C -I. Be 2019, or
First and Laurel streets, Port

Housing

Peninsula
American school in Pelo Alto
needs people (men p eeeeee ed) to
teach the 1 R’s In English, 1 hour

ATTN: O.T. T.R., Special Ed
Maj. Work 7 I with develop
disabled in homes providing
sensory stimulation, behavior
mod personal care Must have
cr Start $3.40 to 53.86 per hr
After 4 mete. $4 to 54 25 per

ilth St .9911 0113

WOULD like to lind a female
companion to live with a ban

he Mileage 14111111threrment and

dicapped man Free rent Call
214 1769
patient
Please
be

other benefits. Call 1444575.

because I have a voice defect

PIANISTS
wanted:
Theater
mall
sr
female.
g roup,
Beginners OK, Two Mentlogl ils

Welly grad Alden,
bdrm.. 3 be. luxurious
home. Only S minutes drive
from campus. Ids line. 1M
mediate occupancy. Call 172-

for
Melo teeth
W197010.1 11401961011NeS. Contact
ValNy
Irvine,
West
Wow
Gymnastics Schaal et 3744197.

4087. kw trying.

22

23

TI calculator. north
FOUND
side of Seventh St garage Base
Call 177-1569 to
of stairwell

$7 to Peace Inc.. PO Box 27749,
Denver, CO 10227 Deadline Jan
31, 1110 PEACE INC.. 11051 W
Dumbarten, Morrison, CO See

WOMAN ’s salver ring
LOST
with Marcolite stones in the
REWARD
form of a daisy

EXPERIENCE
Try getting a
lob without it! SCALE offers one
to three units, lob expeeence

Me) 4754170.

and valuable contacts Explore
your
aspirations and gain
community
awareness.
In
ternshops available in 52 degree
areas Register now SCALE is a

PM 10/11 in Roberts
B ookstore lot. rt Dept. models
HELP.
suitcase
B LUE
DESPERATE. No work without
it.
at Into Center in SO or

free

SJSU
program
CLIeteria Buildrng
Call
2117

LOST:
Athletic
bag
with
rrrrr tball equip. and clothes.
Wed. a.m. Fell off motorcyCle on

RATES

Dorothy
wkne

San Fernando, Call Vic at 277

wotti

AUDIO

Love. Dimes
WOMEN’S Medical Center of
San Jose. Fran meg testing,
counseling abortions Call 191

typing
and
of term papers,
Fast service SlApop Call
Shelia at 210 9119

Old
277

Travel
SEMESTER BREAK in Mexico.
Jan 6
Feb 3, $735 Organized
by
Felix

and
ecompanoed
Robles.
Foreign

Language
Dept. Cabello College Includes
77 hours of Spanish Instruction,
Air Transportation, excursions,
and much, much more
Call
Felix Robles 415.44711 or Michael
Heenan 374 1575

Student Travel Services Open 7
days a week Budget Flights 1980
DO/TWIG and International let
flights anywhere at discount

EN

fares
charter

thoughts and my feelings with a

Laker)

wenn, esoteric and pro
equipment for ft e car, home,
stage or studio
Also TV’s,
VCR’s and video games All
items with lull warranty 30 day
defective
exchange snipped
direct
from
wholesale

Europe
Asia
Africa
Australia .. South and Central
America ... U.S.A.... Jet flights
anywhere.

I services and
discount fares.
International
Student Identity Cote issuance
Euraol, Youthrel and Britraol
passes
Overseas
lob
placement

Youth hostel cards
Student ships and trains
Into, European flight bookings
and tickets
In rrrrr ce
Wide
map selection
Backpacks
Hard to find travel
books
Voltage Cony rrrrrr
Camping tours
Club Med ...
Trip
and
I
Plannong
Company, 444 E. sodium. St.
170th and Wm sts.I. Mon Fri., 16. Sat 91. Sun
120 2 bloce
from campus

TER PR iSES HAS IT.

woman companion. Please Call)
091 DOB

YEAR old system Has 4 year
warranty
Sansui 8080 Dolby
receiver. Bose 901 speakers

IRISH I’m so happy abet all
your efforts Keep up the rrrrr
work See you soon Ro rrrrrr
Pups!

Concept
ADC

LEEN, Mary, Diane, Jet Ed
We love and miss you and lust
you in
wanted to *Wm
He!

ELC

SS110

cassette

Joke,’

dee.

equoalier

Sans.,

SS 100 head phones, technics
SLB 7 turntable $7,752 or best
offer Call 777 6043

JOKES
FOR
PIZZA
The
Spartan Daily with Spartan Pub
is now accepting Mies short.
long, dull. crude or whatever

Susi.. 8080 Dolby receover. Bose
901 speakers
with equalinor.

Each week all entries woll be
lodged by the Spartan Daily Ad
stall and the -JOKE OF THE
WEEK" will be emoted in the
S rrrrr n Daily "JOKE" sectson.
The winner each week will be
awarded
coupon for a pars at

concept ELC cassette deck
ADC SS110 equalizer, Technics
SLR/ Turntable. Sane, 551,0
Headphones 51750 or best offer
277 11041

A
VERY
SIMPLE.
ALL
notorious bandit brutally rat.,
a woman and murders he,

CONGRATULATIONS to the
’9" ’79 Wolof class of Sigma
Alpha mu. Lots snuck and lee!
Your lithe

TECHNICAL

Spartan Pub, What Ideal!!
BROWN
AND
were Standing before
squad Carter yelled
-flood!"
The
’mono squad
looked around for the water and
Carter got sway. Brown though
REGAN
a firing

Pats

eves.
TYPING

111/14 Corr

that was smart of Carter so he
yelled "logIstmong!" The firing

Selectee.

papers. theses.
dissertations, letters. technical
typing, etc. Familiarity with all
term

squad ducked and Brown got
away. Reagan, using his in
telligente 101115 potential, Yelthl
"bird" . Submitted by Colleen

formats. :0 years cop Quality
work. Blossom Hill area Call
Kahl. at 571 1216 from 9 a m to
9 p.m

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and bildels

Each

CARTER.

Theses.

typing

by Stanford Uwn.
in my S.J. home. Call
sec
Pat at 497.3311 days, or 197 1721
U.S.

Reports,

WELL settled,
ENGINEER,
Wants to meet a get %Meer*,
heel white female from nice
family
on
pets.
photography,
tunes.

the Spartan Pub. To enter
comply write your name and
phone number with your otthe
and put ot in the lobe box in the

Typing

The bandit confesses
in Court Simple! Or is 111 See
"Rashoothin" Nov I 14 SP m a,
the SJSU USW Theatre, 5th
husband

and San Fernando, and.... ye
tell mol.

We also represent all
(Including
Hantrioo
Fame"

of

yOu buy elsewhere, check the
low AE price. Cal 155 5550 any
time except Midi,. ask for Ken
Students
and
faculty
only
Please Check S U
board for
weekly specials
AUDIO EN

defect I would like to share My

Blaylock Women of the Joke
Contest receive a large pima
Nom Spartan Pub.

lull

each line)

4.10.

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

Onn

Mt.

four

Flee

&Hai

do,"

days

dare

day

3604.

50

2 00

1 25

210

50

35

4 ewe

1 00

1 50

2 15

2 90

3 00

35

5 Newt

2 50

3 00

3 25

340

.7 50

.75

510144

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

4 00

35

tech ddruonlhne

add
50,

SO

50

50

34

Il
37

39

UU38

II
M

43
NM
47
ill
14

Ii?

55

5t1

la

il

illil

Chico

UUfil64

fib

89UUUUU

Address

Afinermon Three term One Day
Soonest*, Kate rail issues, 030 00

58

il

La

M

277-3175

ClOicattoll

Announcements

a

Hein INanoei

Automotive

a

lost and Feel

0

1,oyeo

Peff0f18111

12

Steen

13 1411 SOO
L13

-- -

4

Phone

Print name

50

III

Enclosed is

City

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

op

Cal

EXPERT

and access your at cost with
5100 or more purchase Before

I ,INVT; warm, sensitive, ban
dicapped men with a speech

Ex
eat

typist.
Deadlines
. Call

proofreading

distributors to you in II to II
days Optional S yr parts and
labor Disc washer and 5 free
LP’s with any system Tapes

9797.

PROFESSIONAL

etc

lowest prices Nearly 300 brands
stereo
compacts,
com

HAPPY anno
in West
moot Hope you have a great
day in Him Thanks so much!

or

peroeced.
teed. Low
274 1975,

Jose. Blossom Valley area
Janet all,’ 9515

TERPRISES, SJSU’s complete
consumer electronics
buying
service with the widest selection
of the highest fideloty, of the

Personals

eves

Approved
by
SJSU
Graduate
Department
IBM Selectee II
South San

MISERLY music lovers max
mice
money
and
minimize
middlemen

Close to campus
thesis, etc
Call
2944123

dissertations.

Stereo

PUPPY FOUND 10/31, in 10th
St. garage.
Part Beagle or
young Lab Ill Mostly white,
beige ears. Friendly. Call 37$
SOS or 177 1497 lee message

at

TYPING: Accuracy neatness
and deadline g
teed. Exp.
on
M
,
reports
and

UNWANTED hair removed by
registered electrologist a1200 N
Bascom. 18 years experience.
Call 2944499,

outdoors. ell Sam at 227 1940
eter So, weekends

19

18

M

LIVE with a family in England
for $99 95, summer 1980 E
perience English culture lir
sthand For Information Send

MALI

week. Call 3074014.

GOOD ’vest
ManuscroptS,

For
the
Finest
Wedding Photography, call John
at 4111 21$$

Lost & Found

NEED RIDE TO gen Diego and
back Inc Thanksgiving. Bowie
7/7 81911 or
2794403.

MOTHER OLSON’S lodgings
Two houses across street from
campus, kitchen, linen and maid
see . T.V , parking, 536.00 to
4000 per week shared. $60.00 to
70 00 per week single. In North

a day. 1411)154-6456, evenings.

TERM papers, thesis typed
Selecfi,
with
01/ pg
IBM
various type balls
Call
v
Norris a122? 1010

everyone.

LOST

PHONE 707 1110

Bldg I

LOOK ING
for
a
Wedding
Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love, soft,
elegant
and
understood
by

claim

MF

JAVA

mornings

FREE COTTAGE: Single gerl
only! Clean for 1.1/2 hrs. Car
needed. 14750 Clayton Rd., San
Jose. Call 2511274 after 4 p.m

Fiske
prin.! "Hale
Garb and Robin.

THE

to/pm

BAND, at the Euluia Cale on
Sat nights ell Bob al 354 1803.

write P.O. Box 1391, Campbell,
CA 9541011.

rates

or drop by 122 E San Salvador
St in downtown San Jose o I
block up from
the
Scoence

parties,

MUSIC
for
receptions

Reas

BERKELEY Typing AgenCv
Prolessional
servoces
Reasonable rates Open 0 a m

today. Legal of both
over 18 and living together
No
confidential
Absolutely
blood test No waiting period Be
married near campus by Rev
Don, B S , Cs 13 Call tel 01.19

dances,

Theses term papers

etc Exp and fast
Call 169 8614

MARRY

LIVE

Pat.

tel

io

Fast, ac
PROF
pop ’typist
reASO
able IBM Corrective Seiect, oc
Call 252 6058

TYPING

536.00 to
40.00 per week shared. 565.00 to
70.00 per week single, 202 South
11th Street, Office 122 North IIM

stamped

All

typing
Selectroc

curate

Services

Mediae,

JUDY: Your a hot pledge mom
Love in
Take Care of Jose
L.S.P., your Pledge Daughter,

Angeles. WA MUT

16

serv .
parking

MAKE holiday money 81 WINO.
For deeds, send sell addrelleed.

driers needed for transport of
autos to/from car dealers in San

JOBS ON SHIPS! Ainer1041-M
foreign. No exp. required. Exc.
pay Worldwide tradE Summer
lob or career Send 53 for onlo to

ma td

courtyard,

Male

work per week in exchange for
room and board
Attractive,
comfortable studio style room

part

Call Shorley at 255 0540 after 4 30

San Jose Call 147 els

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE Club
Great guys and gals, kitchen
game room, color TV., linen

and female. earn 140 a day. Call
King Cab Company 293-9044

Enterprises, Box

Wed

near Taylor Sr YMCA Call 192
1512 or 2124309 day or night, or
2974463114 weekda vs.

CM, DRIVERS NEEDED. Full
time and part time drivers
needed. 25 years of age or older

envelope

PROFESSIONAL
kinds IBM Corr

0655 after 10 p.m.

typing
book of

equovalmt. Wounded "Bird."
Bum Wing. Expert typist, en

HELP
wanted
for
Englosh Tudor house

PERMANENT hair remove by
FAY Call Me 7511 Mon and

UNWANTED
hair
removed
forever
Spec ialost
con
lodential 315 5 Baywood Ave

person,sha red room. 1300 single
977 Asbury St. off The Alameda

Mary. 2750507.

with good driving record

INTELLIGENT
TYPING
Connoe and Gary 167 0712 5 air
Ida

New

Horizons at 244-5552.

WANTED.
lob, long deadline,

LOVELY LADY base! been
Missed all semester Volunleers
apply in person ROTCindy

P m

Join Our Family.
Rooms, meals, all Lifilotiss paid,
laundry and classes $215 per

Box
60129.
Sacto., CA 95160. 2535 Wan Ave.

necessary
0400

13

week. (Eggs and Dairy used)
Yoga classes meth,, and
evenings

CRUISEWORLD,

with

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

!I !ROOM and BOAR Di.,
B eautiful Georgian home on one
ace
of
land
Delo..us
vegetarian meals seven days

St., 9911-0223.

week

COLLECTORS’ COMIC BOOKS
! Marvel and some DC. Private

’74 KWSAKI KZ 900. only 10K
moles. Just tuned
runs perfect
$1870. Call Mark, 210 1357 or 249

0-)

ROOM for rent In a family
home. Call 379-2317 eyes., or

days or weekends in Los Gatos
for double graduate student
$4/hr Call 354.2716, In a m
$4
(person),
Floor covering layers,
plumbing, electrical or
carpentry, interior and exterior
painting eny or all of the
above) Work part time to fit

SEE’ EV8RYBOOY READS CLASSIFIED’

AS

0449 from 14 p.m.
GOOD s. Set your own hours.
Process service Call 205-4001,
Mon. Fri

pee
manor

BUY CLASSIFIED

000s ’T NORIO/ I pu
AN AD telCSASSIFt0D

SELLING YOuR STOVEPPE
NAT COLLECTION, wobP
WANT IT?

-CARE for man. Part
time, MP aeon. 64/hr Call 293-

Help Wanted
PART time

WE’LL DO IT EVERYTIME

and

as

Napa Valley’s Vineyards and
Nov. 14. a trip to Point Reyes.
Any Nes or info call Greg at
189 9956.

contact

in

Handyman experience helpful.

INTERESTED

call collect 14151 3733435.

assist

countant

2844647
A FOUR DAY STORE
Wed the Sat ,t 6

coupon for sale
0115 eves

p m

San Fernando.

Hester, Nurse Recruitment Off ice, 333 Newberger
Road, Oakland, CA., 90612. or
Sarah

S eer
You
can
eke
the
ALCOHOL from 1 to 10 percent
ISEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N 4th $t

DEAR STUDENTS. faculty and
employes
When
you
need
insurance, isn’t it nice to know

to

between lp m and 79 m
Must be excellent reader Will
train
Call
53 75/hr
Mrs
Spencer 257 1809

need small spaco to do it NO
ADDITIVES! Pure met Costs
1/2 the price of store bought

1977 DODGE Van, 6 cyl., I sot
Call

eves.

In

ternships. The US Air Force is
offering an internship program
for BSN graduates who have
iess than one year of nursing

Flashers
Please
Frank at 251 1581

CHEVROLET ’69 Nova, 220.201’.
Coed COndiflon Best offer. 391-

icing

REVISING, editing,
manuscripts,
reports,

Student

remedial reading
1500
hers
per
week
Must
be
available all 110e days moe thru

convenience

We
will
be
in.
Wallowing on campus Friday,
Nov.
IC
1979.
Interested
students may sign UP foe an
appointment
in
the
Career
Planning and Placement office,
3.
starting
Oct.
Bldg. 0. Room
30, 1979.

STUDENT dental plan. Take
of your mouth - enroll
Information
at
A.S.
Nowt I

two

75 TOY CELICA Cpe 4 sp 17K
1/A’S
AM/PM
Tape
Mugs
Leere. 3500 Form Paul 277

K concerns. Come sm

care

NURSE

Needs miner Mirk. 04dd car
24441094.

us in our new office. Room 123,
7th
Administration
Building.
and San Fernando. Call 2772440,.

B EERMAKING
Now
of
is
legal! You en be drinking your

I

1979

9

own "Pert type brew in 3 to *
weeks New recipe tastes fan
lase Very lithe actual work in
Putting it together and you only

of

’69 CORTINA MINI WAGON
20K oat reboot Mel block

COUNSELING
SE R
VICES: Available to all students
help
with
like
who
would
1
Or
vctional,

cards.
world woe

evenings

Automotive

SJSU

sell.

FORCE

endlelot

first Sit men and sox women who
call toresnrun 354 00a4 after 5
pm

at 440-23111

who

Joe 268 7529

MOVING and hauling I have
small covered truck and will do
all
of lobs. Call ROY at 291.

AIR

these

music and veley views are a
delightful.
almost
nonverbal
way to unwind Limited to the

C11 John

autographs,
QUICK
sports
memorabolia.
CSH. See Dr.
LW., Rm.
Tower 763, or call 137.0191.

All

A

GIVE the gift only you can give
to someone you love, a bea utilu I
award winning portrait by John

Baseball
and

if open this semester
102 pm . and Sat and
tO
pm
We
tee

Os Bring your recyclables and
out
and
support
us
come
Volunteers welcome

or 769,0491
WANTED.

FOR

GENTLE
FRIDAY
EVENING, loin Roe and feeds
for wasssss and hot tub on ist
and 3rd Fridays
sate place.

Recycling

across from Spartan Stadium on
the corer of S. 7th and /Umbel

People who will mete Aspen
Rock. Nee Tailgate Party is
Friday Nov 16 at 5 00 Who else
would bring you these fantastic
SKI CLUB

Gedens

newspaper, cardboard, glass.
aluminum cans, fin and bimetal
cans and now motor oil. We’re

balance is due Corne out and
hear the latest and meet the

yearbooks

tutg,
trnes
Aten

Center

your cowboy hats and bring your
ASPEN
horns
SPECIAL
MEETING
on
Tuesday
at
Nueember 20
7 00 pm in
$100 or the
Engineering 102

care

qoa
r) is

SPARTAN

I 00 p
I
Wear

events except the people

MARXISM
its Relevance to
Our Time
four session course
On Or Herbert ptheer St
Noy 14 at 1340 1st We

791 1142

provided

be

CASH FOR YOUR COINS any
coins, up to 1940 I will pay IX
their value le older coons or
filer dollars 9X 296 3411 or 741
7019

YOGA redotatoon
Day and
night classes Emphasis will be
towed relaxing our
body and mind We will use our
to rest PIO
breath as
fool

Announcements

NonembeeN

For

Days

Dreier

150 olayp rrrrr IIi P.N....."

Comm,’ Wm.. publti . rrrr
No ...undo Ong norellyclart

f

...he

November El. 19199
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Enrollment drop explored
-continued from page 1
She said she has worked on the
city’s downtown transit study,
because she believes the heart of
downtown is transit."
hut Fullerton said she doesn’t
downtown
the
consider
redevelopment significantly instrwnental in retaining and increasing students at SJSU.
-If we get a department store, it
would serve the campus," she said,
but I don’t know that it is likely
there will be added housing students
can afford."
The Spartan Stadium expansion,

although not as important to
enrollment as housing and transportation, may figure into student
recruitement, she said.
"Everytime we have a regional
televised football game, the application flow to the campus soars,"
she said.
"The name recognition that a
campus gets throughout the state
from a strong athletic program does
seem to have a good bit to do with
here,"
we’re
peopleknowing
Fullerton said.
However, Fullerton said, people
outside of the state recognize and

have a better image of SJSU than
students and the rest of the community.
"The farther away I get from
San Jose, the more I discover the
people look on both the city and the
campus with respect that would
surprise people back here,"
Fullerton said.
"I don’t know why we have such
a low opinion of ourselves on the
campus or in the city, but we have
become a much more highly
regarded institution than people
here realize," Fullerton said.

by Paul Scott Stewart
WHY HOwARD, Yok) COLA-0

/AY RooMMATVS 60/1’
kr.hiA*1 Do YoU SAY You
ComE ovER ANO 511-)DY
WITH tite ToNiGHT?

COME ’to

Ms, pi.pa,

114ERE.:5 MORS RootA.Do
You KtIOW WHERE
61*TAII ay.? 15?

Continuing Ed offers foreign study
Selection of participants begins at SJSU with an initial
Continuing Efucation is offering SJSU students the
selection committee consisting of SJSU professors and,
world.
International Programs, official overseas study members of the Continuing Education staff.
Applications are then sent to a statewide committee)
program of the Califorinia State University and Colleges
system, gives students with a cumulative GPA of 2.75 the composed of various professors from the CSUC system, t
chance to study ins foreign country for a year (GPA of 3.0 and final decisions are made.
Ernst said that in addition to academic conis required for Israel, Peru, the United Kingdom and the
siderations, the attitude expressed in a student’sr
Denmark business program).
Several countries offer programs requiring no statement of purpose is important.
New additions to the International Programs agenda7
previous language study, and the cost compares to what a
student might spend at SJSU, according to Cliff Ernst, include a business program in Denmark as well as.
Programs.
business
and art programs in the Republic of China. A111
International
campus representative for
Cost for the program, including living expenses, three will be added to the schedule added to the schedule’
books, round-trip transportation and vacation travel, is in fall 1980.
Deadline for applications to the program is Feb. 9
from $3,130 to $7,155. The cost varies according to the
Dec.15 for the United Kingdom Program). Any incountry. Any financial aid available at SJSU may be
terested should see Ernst in Journalism Classroom 134 or
applied to the program, Ernst said.
As students usually get one month for Christmas call the travel study department at 277-2185.
A slide presentation by International Programs will
vacation and 1 week for Easter Break, Ernst said they
have time to travel around Europe and see a number of also be held on Nov. 14 at 3 p.m. in the S.U. Umunhurn
Room.
countries if they choose to study there,

sPa rtaguide
"I think a place like San Jose State ought never to lose sight of the fact there are so many things it
can do to claim excellence." John Bunzel.

Bunzel had ’high’ standards
-continued from page 1
"This meant not automatically
publishing, but if you’re an artist
you ought to be able to show some
exhibits, if you were a musician you
ought to be able to show some
concerts and if you were a political
scientist, then I guess you ought to
show some evidence of scholarship
in that field," Bunzel said.
’I tried very hard to raise
standards," Bunzel continued, "This
meant doing things which
threatened some people, angered
many, pleased a great many, and in
general was basically an attempt to
say that what we have settled for,
for the last 20 years, is not what we
ought to continue to strive to
become.
"There was a notion that some
people would say that I was trying to
make San Jose State into a Princeton because I went to Princeton.
That’s ridiculous, that’s a copout,
that’s absolute garbage," he exclaimed.
"But can you make San Jose
State a little better than it was 10
years ago and can you hold out for
higher standards, can we all strive
to do better" That’s what I believed
in "
Bunzel said, however, there is
something he would do differently if
he had another chance. That is
making himself more visible on
campus.
"I never really felt, though, that
students really missed seeing me,"
Bunzel said.
"I just don’t think students were
going home at night and saying tc
each other, ’Damn, I’m just not

going to get through this semester
without seeing Bunzel’," he said.
However, he said if he did it
again, he would walk around
campus more and make himself
more available to students because
it "was a legitimate criticism."
Despite the problems Bunzel ran
up against at SJSU, he still has great
affection for the university and
believes that he accomplished a lot
during his years here.
His biggest accomplishment, he
believes, was his effort to improve
the image of SJSU.
"The San Francisco Bay Area is
one of the major educational
complexes in the country.. .For too
long, San Jose State was just not
considered part of it," Bunzel said.
"San Jose State was always
perceived as a kind of small college
tucked away down there in the south
end of the Bay some place, and
nobody paid any attention to it.
"I think there were important
strides made in making San Jose
State part of that complex," Bunzel
added.
Bunzel illustrated the notion
that SJSU was looked down upon by
saying "When I was teaching at
Stanford in the late ’50s and early
’60s, there was a kind of common
saying among Stanford male
students that they’ll go out with a
San Jose State girl but they’ll marry
a Stanford girl," Bunzel said.
There are several ways Bunzel
said he went about changing this
image of SJSU. One way was
through strengthening the athletic
program at SJSU.
"Athletics was a way to attract

people - football became succsssful,
golf became successful, and in my
estimation, one of the greatest
achievements has been the
development and success of
women’s athletics," Bunzel said.
Another thing that helped the e
of SJSU, according to Bunzel, was
bringing Irene Delis, former mezzosoprano of the New York
Metropolitan Opera, to teach at
SJSU.
"I think a place like San Jose
State ought never to lose sight of the
fact there are so many things it can
do to claim excellence," Bunzel
said.
Bunzel doesn’t miss the life as
president that he has left behind. He
enjoys his life at the Hoover Institute.
He points tip his comfortable
office, lined with easy chairs and tall
bookcases, and says happily that one
can tell it wasn’t designed by state
architects.
He doesn’t foresee leaving the
Hoover Institute for any other job.

"My wife has asked me what it
would take to make me leave
Hoover," Bunzel said. "Well, if I
were offered the job as commissioner of baseball, I might take
that.
"I’m a baseball fanatic - I grew
up in Yankee Stadium," he said.
"Or if I could be president of the
National League or American
League, 1 might leave Hoover.
"But I think having been a
college president, I wouldn’t want to
be a baseball manager. The jobs are
too alike - you don’t last in either too
long."

Audio-Tutorial lab directs tours
-continued from page 1
Jerrold Kemp, coordinator of the Instructional
Development Service and coordinator of Audio-Visual
Production Services, conducted the tour through the
Audio-Tutorial laboratory.
The laboratory, developed by biological sciences
professor Kenneth Hutton, is unique in that students on
their own time use the tapes, films and other audio-visual
materials to absorb the information instead of listening to
a lecturer, according to Ron J. McBeath, director of the
Instructional Resources Center.
Amidst cassette players, headphones, film viewers
and posters, Kemp, speaking through Dai who translated,
pointed out the various laboratory operations.
The laboratory tour was a part of fulfilling the group’s
objectives to study responsibilities, organization and

We’ve Got
SKATES!
elrim
W

reAkitc41,4

management of audio-visual institutions in the United
States and Canada, according to McBeath.
Other objectives were to study preparation,
classification, management, exchange and distribution of
audio-visual teaching materials; audio-visual courses and
training of audio-visual specialists and use of various
types of audio-visual equipment, including computers, in
teaching and their effectiveness, according to McBeath.

JAN & DEAN
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ONE NIGHT
’
_ ONLY!

PAPA
DO
RUN
RUN 7r

FR EE -WhEEIIINe Moptds
10675 So. De Anz a
Cupert,no

Boulevard

44-141

(Open 7 days a weak)

Chicanos in Medicine
will have a meeting tonight
at 7 in the Education
Building, room 211.
Career Planning and
will
hold
Placement
televised practice in
2
p.m.
in
at
terviews today
Audio Visual, room 308.
Career Planning and
Placement will also have a
resume writing class today
at 2 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Sign up
in Building Q.

A meeting for applicants for the multiple
subject credential program
will be held today from 3:30
p.m. to 5 p.m. in Education
Building, room 120. For
more details call 277-2681.
A free show "Out
There" will be presented
by the Slender Means
Theatrical Company today
at 3:30 p.m. in the Studio
Theatre.

More valuable now
than ever before!
As Oold prises soar we
urge you fo take
advantage of Crescent
Jewists Y. OFF 001.D
DALE. Buy Now at
tremendous Savings.
Prices wO never be lower,

CHAIN
NOT
INCLUDED

CHAIN
NOT
INCLUDED

elegant
DIAMOND
IS SIT IN
14K GOLD

FLOATING
HEART
t

.
11,

LOWE9T PRICES
GUARANTEED!
If you find a better
value Withiet 30 delis

SAVE
$5.00/

Orem, for
a Christmas
Difil

return your purchase
to us with sales slip
for a FULL REFUND!
Reg. SALE

ir Medium width

119" 59"
Cobra chain
16" Venetian
169" 84"
**chain
16" kaichal Repo
Netichain
299" 149"
20" Beautiful C
Nedultain
364 182.
OPEN A
CONVENIENT
Bracelet
CRESCENT
CHARGE ACCOUNT
IN MINUTES!

$999

CALIFORNIAV moot
opootaoulor oolkhrgion beautiful
14K GOLD
of degtort
Serpentine
I4K OOLD CHAIM

K.sot
sNo’A

REG.

’19.95

Fine ----This enchanting bracelet
15" 14K GOLD
is yours for o
Neckcha
RICE rERils,Serpentine
LOWEST
V
BEG.
,
.
.
$49.95
a must for your
)110,
1 995
-,,, jewelry wardrobe! jf

_1995

$2 00
month A’

IINNnon( erNdNed tr,

CHOICE

SAVE $27"

REG. g 995
$46.95
$t TEA MONTH A.

Pt3,,

*CREDIT TERMSNO DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED’ .....

FINANCE MIND
NUMMI
MONTN1Y
ANNUAL
CHAIN PAYMENT Of MONTHLY PAYMENT PIRCINTACN
PlAIT
PAYNENTS
IV,,
A
ITS
13 MI
11
2 00
11.0
’ THE LAST PAYMENT SHALL BE IN THE AMOUNT OF THE THEN UNPAID BALANCE

a

Tickets at BOX OFFICE and oil BASS OUTLETS
including Bullocks and Rcord Factory

South Boy Charge (40$) 297-7552
HAS THE TICKETS.
Mid -Peninsula Charge
f09114101111ATIOM
(415) 365-5230
(415)1.4.1.-1-1-1-5
C.A1113/ IT PNOPIE
CHARGE BY PHONE HOURS
Mon hi 10AM 111P/A Sol& Sun IONA SPM
(415)433-4342
Fo information dial Y-E -1.-E -T-I -X 835-3849

Industrial Studies Rm. 207
Tues./Thurs, 9:30-2:30
Friday 10:30-4:00
ph. 277-3446

REG.
$9.95

69" 341’

Ills,

arlos

Drop by to see
Wendy Russum

delicate
14K GOLD Floating Heart

Reg. SALE
.. 59" 29*

18" Fins Serpentine
Neckthein
20" Lovely Serpentine
Nelichain

#028 (I 879

Sari

Returned Peace Corps
Volunteer?

HURRY! HURRY!
14K GOLD! GOLD!

THUM 8:00: $6.75

ClIZCLC;
.../1/VZ
1717 Industrial Road

German Club will have
a meeting today at noon in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.

40% ON .114K’
OFF’ OLD

YOUR

NOVEMBERS

,-ONTAC rLENS’
all fittings services
for students
PETER W ROSS
1 7 1 1 D Hamilton
Ave
267 44,00

Nurses’ Christian
Fellowship will have a
meeting today at 4:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Montalvo Room.

Gay Student Union will
meet tonight at 8 in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room

SPit
cSCe

CHARGE -BY-PHONE (415) 635-4342
4;0

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet
tonight at 7 in the S.U.
Almaden Room, Call Mike
Stiffel at 277-8653 for more
information.

29 S. First St.
San Jose

3 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS

C5,1
PRICE

6P*
SA1ES
TAx
1 II

14.4111A41 R41111.116 SULU’ 1929

CRESCENT
JEWELERS

NOUNG ADULT
ACCOUNTS.
even if you’ve
never had
credit before.

1

